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The current series of two papers is concerned with traveling wave solutions of
time almost periodic nonlinear evolution equations. In the first of the series, we
introduce a definition of almost periodic traveling wave solutions and establish the
stability and uniqueness of such solutions to time almost periodic bistable nonlinear
equations with one dimensional continuous space variable. We also investigate the
stability and uniqueness of such solutions to time almost periodic bistable equa-
tions with one dimensional discrete space variable. In the second of the series, we
will study the existence of almost periodic traveling wave solutions to time almost
periodic bistable equations with continuous as well as discrete space variables.
 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The current series of two papers is devoted to the study of bistable
nonlinear evolution equations in time almost periodic structures. The
following is typical of such equations,
ut(x, t)=Duxx(x, t)+ f (u(x, t), t), (1.1)
where D>0, x # R, t # R, and f (u, t) is almost periodic in t uniformly with
respect to u in bounded sets (see Definition 2.1) and is bistable, in the sense
that the scalar equation
ut= f (u, t) (1.2)
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has exactly three almost periodic solutions u=u f\(t) and u=u
f
0 (t) satisfying
that
u f&(t)<u
f
0 (t)<u
f
+(t),
and u=u f&(t) and u=u
f
+(t) are stable, and u=u
f
0 (t) is unstable (see
Subsection 2.3 for details). Clearly, u(x, t)=u f\(t) and u(x, t)=u
f
0 (t) are
spatially homogeneous almost periodic solutions of (1.1). Moreover, by the
comparison principle for (sub-, super-) solutions of parabolic equations,
u(x, t)=u f\(t) are stable solutions and u(x, t)=u
f
0 (t) is an unstable
solution of (1.1) (see Section 3).
Equation (1.1) may model a variety of physical and biological phenomena,
for example, signal propagation along bistable transmission lines, propagation
of nerve pulses, pattern formation in reacting and diffusing media, etc. (see
[5, 12, 19, 20], and references therein). The time almost periodic dependence
reflects the effects of certain ‘‘seasonal’’ variations which are roughly but
not exactly periodic.
Our main interest for (1.1) is about traveling wave solutions connecting
the two stable almost periodic solutions u=u f&(t) and u=u
f
+(t). This
problem has been well studied in the autonomous case (see [12, 19, 20],
etc.) and time periodic case (see [2]). In the autonomous case, a solution
u(x, t) of (1.1) is called a traveling wave solution if it is of form u(x, t)=
U(x+ct), where c is a constant, and in the time periodic case, u(x, t) is
a periodic traveling wave solution if u(x, t)=U(x+ct, t), where c is a
constant and U(x, t) is periodic in t (see [2]). Hence as time varies, the
wave speed c of a traveling wave solution is constant in both cases, while
the wave profile U does not change in the former case and changes periodically
in the latter one. We note that when f is time independent or periodic, the
two stable solutions u=u f&(t), u=u
f
+(t) and the unstable solution u=
u f0(t) are necessarily time independent or periodic. The existence, unique-
ness, and stability of a traveling wave solution of (1.1) connecting the two
stable solutions in these two cases have been shown in [2, 12, 19, 20]. We
refer the reader to [5, 9, 11, 13, 14, 18, 26, 30, 32, 36, 40, 43, 55, 57, 61,
62], etc., for more studies about traveling wave solutions of bistable non-
linear equations.
Traveling wave solutions have also been widely studied for various other
evolution equations, see [3, 9, 29, 33, 40, 53], etc., for equations with KPP
nonlinearities, see [7, 8, 9, 10, 34, 35, 39, 56, 58], etc., for equations with
combustion nonlinearities, and see [1, 4, 6, 1517, 23, 24, 28, 31, 41, 43,
51, 54, 59], etc., for other equations.
However, as far as we know, traveling wave solutions for time almost
periodic evolution equations have been hardly studied. We shall initiate
our research on this aspect in the present series by studying traveling waves
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of (1.1) and its spatially discrete analogue. We therefore first look for
solutions of (1.1) which not only carry the usual features of traveling wave
solutions of time independent and time periodic equations, but also take
into account the effect of the time almost periodic variation. We find that
solutions of the form
u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t), (1.3)
where both the wave profile U(x, t) and wave speed c$(t) are almost
periodic in t, serve our purpose (see Subsection 2.2). We call such a solu-
tion an almost periodic traveling wave solution. If c(t) is bounded, it is also
called an almost periodic standing wave solution (see Definition 2.2). Our
aim of the series is to explore the existence, uniqueness, and stability of
almost periodic traveling wave solutions to (1.1) as well as its spatially
discrete analogue. In the current part, we focus on the stability and unique-
ness issues. Similar to the time independent and periodic cases [2, 12,
19, 20]), we have the following theorem, which is one of our main results.
Theorem A. (1) (Monotonicity) If u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) is an almost
periodic traveling wave solution of (1.1) connecting the two stable solutions
u=u f\(t) (see Definition 4.2), then Ux(x, t)>0 for all x, t # R (Theorem 4.1).
(2) (Stability) Let u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) be as in (1). Then it is
uniformly and asymptotically stable, that is, for any =>0, there is $>0 such
that for any solution u(x, t) of (1.1) with supx # R |u(x, {)&U(x+c({), {)|
<$ for some { # R, there hold
sup
x # R
|u(x, t)&U(x+c(t), t)|<= for t>{
and
sup
x # R
|u(x, t)&U(x+c(t)+!0 , t)|  0 exponentially as t  
for some !0 # R (Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.6).
(3) (Uniqueness) If u1, 2(x, t)=U1, 2(x+c1, 2(t), t) are two almost
periodic traveling wave solutions of (1.1) connecting the two stable solutions
u=u f\(t), then there exists a C
1 almost periodic function !(t) such that
U2(x, t)=U1(x+!(t), t)
for x, t # R, and
c$2(t)=c$1(t)&!$(t)
for t # R (Theorem 5.2).
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Notice that, differing from traditional periodic traveling wave solutions
which have constant wave speed, an almost periodic traveling wave solu-
tion in general has an almost periodically varying wave speed. It will be
seen in Section 2.2 that if f is time independent (time periodic), then so are
the wave profile and wave speed of an almost periodic traveling wave
solution. Moreover, when f is periodic, an almost periodic traveling wave
solution with periodic wave profile and wave speed is indeed a traditional
periodic one.
Our approach in proving Theorem A is close in spirit to those developed
in [2, 12, 19, 20] for traveling waves of bistable nonlinear equations.
Roughly speaking, we prove the monotonicity of an almost periodic travel-
ing wave solution u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) of (1.1) by first showing that
U(x&z, 0)U(x, 0) for any z0, x # R, and then Ux(x, t)>0 for any
x, t # R (Theorem 4.1). The stability of almost periodic traveling wave
solutions follows from the stability of wave-like solutions (Corollary 5.6).
The latter has important implications on the existence of almost periodic
traveling wave solutions to be studied in the second of the series [44], and
is proved through the following squeezing property: if u=u*(x, t) is a
wave-like solution of (1.1) (see Definition 4.2) and
u*(x+!, T )&$u(x, T; u0 , {)u*(x+!+h, T)+$
for some 0<$<<1, ! # R, h0, T{, and any x # R, where u(x, t; u0 , {)
is the solution of (1.1) with u(x, {; u0 , {)=u0(x), then there are !(t), h(t),
and $(t) such that
u*(x+!(t), t)&$(t)u(x, t; u0 , {)u*(x+!(t)+h(t), t)+$(t)
for x # R and tT, and !(t)  !(), h(t)  0, $(t)  0 exponentially as
t   (Theorem 5.1). We prove the uniqueness of almost periodic traveling
wave solutions of (1.1) by means of their stability (Theorem 5.2). Note that
the key property employed in our approach is the comparison principle, in
particular, the following form of the comparison principle for (sub-, super-)
solutions of (1.1).
Comparison Proposition. There is a function %(J, t) (0<%(J, t)1)
with %(J, t) being nonincreasing in J such that if u1(x, t), u2(x, t) are two
bounded super- and sub-solutions of (1.1) on an interval I, respectively,
satisfying that u1(x, {)u2(x, {) for x # R and some { # I, then
u1(x, t)&u2(x, t)%(J, t&{) |
z+1
z
(u1( y, {)&u2( y, {)) dy
for x # R with |x&z|J and t # I with t>{ (Lemma 3.2).
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As in the time independent case [12], Theorem A holds for more general
bistable evolution equations satisfying the above comparison proposition.
For example, it holds for the following nonlocal bistable equation,
ut(x, t)=Duxx(x, t)+d2_, &u(x, t)+ f (u(x, t), t) (1.4)
for any D>0, d>0, where
2_, &u(x, t)=u(x&_, t)+u(x+_, t)+u(x&&, t)+u(x+&, t)&4u(x, t),
(1.5)
and _2+&2=1. Namely, the above stated comparison proposition holds
for (1.4) (Lemma 6.2), and then by the similar arguments to (1.1), we
have
Theorem B. For any D>0, d>0, and unit vector n=(_, &) , Eq. (1.4)
has at most one almost periodic traveling wave solution u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t)
connecting the two stable almost periodic solutions u(x, t)=u f\(t). Moreover,
if u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) is such an almost periodic traveling wave solution
of (1.4), then it is strictly increasing (more precisely, Ux(x, t)>0 for all
x, t # R) and is uniformly and asymptotically stable (Theorems 6.3, 6.4,
and 6.5).
Clearly, when d=0, (1.4) reduces to the local evolution equation (1.1),
and when D=0, it reduces to
ut(x, t)=d2_, &u(x, t)+ f (u(x, t), t). (1.6)
Equation (1.6) is in fact an equation of discrete space variable, that is, a
solution u(x, t) of (1.6) need only be defined for x # Z_, & , where
Z_, &=[i_+ j& : i, j # Z] (1.7)
(see Section 7). Note that Z_, & is either a discrete subset, or a countable
dense subset of R, depending on whether (_, &) is rational or irrational
((_, &) is called a rational vector if &_ or _& is rational, otherwise, it is
called an irrational vector). The dynamics of (1.6) with rational (_, &) may
be very different from that with irrational (_, &) (see [11]).
Equations (1.1) and (1.6) are closely related to traveling wave solutions
of time almost periodic bistable equations with higher dimensional continuous
space variable and discrete one, respectively. To see this more precisely, let
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u( y, z, t)=U(_y+&z, t) (_2+&2=1) be a solution of the space continuous
bistable equation in two dimensions,
ut( y, z, t)=D(uyy( y, z, t)+uzz( y, z, t))+ f (u( y, z, t), t) (1.8)
( y, z # R). Then u(x, t)=U(x, t) is a solution of (1.1), and vice visa. Hence,
solutions of (1.1) give rise to solutions of (1.8) with spatial variation along
the direction of the unit vector n=(_, &) , in particular, traveling wave
solutions of (1.1) are ones of (1.8) propagating in the direction of n=(_, &).
Note that (1.1) is independent of n=(_, &) . Therefore, by Theorem A, for
any unit vector n=(_, &) , (1.8) has at most one almost periodic traveling
wave solution u( y, z, t)=U(_y+&z+c(t), t) which connects the two stable
solutions u=u f\(t) and propagates in the direction of n=(_, &) . More-
over, if there is such a solution u(x, t)=U(_y+&z+c(t), t) with U(0, t)=
u f0(t), then both the wave profile U(x, t) and wave speed c$(t) are independ-
ent of n=(_, &), and u( y, z, t)=U(_y+&z+c(t), t) is uniformly and
asymptotically stable with respect to small perturbations with spatial
variation in the direction of n=(_, &).
Similarly, let ui, j (t)=U(_i+&j, t) be a solution of the space discrete
bistable equation in two dimensions,
u* i, j (t)=d(ui&1, j (t)+ui+1, j (t)+ui, j&1(t)+ui, j+1(t)&4ui, j (t))+f (u i, j (t), t)
(1.9)
(i, j # Z). Then u(x, t)=U(x, t) (x # Z_, &) is a solution of (1.6), and vice
visa. Therefore, traveling wave solutions of (1.6) (see Definition 7.2) give
rise to ones of (1.9) propagating in the direction of n=(_, &). However,
in contrast to (1.1), (1.6) depends on (_, &) , which reflects the anisotropy
of the discrete space media. Furthermore, the above stated comparison
proposition does not hold for (1.6) (though a similar but weaker one holds
(see Lemma 7.2)). As is known, even in time independent case, complex
dynamics such as propagation failure and spatial chaos may occur in (1.6)
or (1.9) (see [11, 14, 31, 32, 43], and also the second part of the series
[44]). Nevertheless, concerning the stability and uniqueness of almost
periodic traveling wave solutions of (1.6), we have
Theorem C. (1) (Stability) Suppose that u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) is a
smooth and strictly monotone almost periodic traveling wave solution of (1.6)
connecting the two stable almost periodic solutions u=u f\(t) (see Definition 7.2).
Then it is uniformly stable. It is also asymptotically stable if (_, &) is rational
(Theorem 7.4).
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(2) (Uniqueness) If (_, &) is rational, then (1.6) has at most one
smooth and strictly monotone almost periodic traveling wave solution u(x, t)
=U(x+c(t), t) connecting the two stable almost periodic solutions u=u f\(t)
(see Theorem 7.5).
We remark that when f is independent of t and (_, &) =(1, 0) or
(_, &)=(0, 1) , the stability of traveling wave solutions of (1.6) is studied
in [13, 62].
By Theorem C(1), if ui, j (t)=U(_i+&j+c(t), t) is an almost periodic
traveling wave solution of (1.9) with U(x, t) being smooth and strictly
monotone, and U(\, t)=u f\ (t), then it is uniformly stable with respect
to small perturbations of spatial variations along the direction of n=(_, &).
If (_, &) is rational, it is also asymptotically stable with respect to such pertur-
bations. By Theorem C(2), if (_, &) is rational, then (1.9) has at most one
smooth and strictly monotone almost periodic traveling wave solution
connecting u=u f\(t) and propagating in the direction of n=(_, &). We note
that it remains open whether the asymptotic stability in (1) and the uniqueness
in (2) hold true when (_, &) is irrational. In general, an almost periodic
traveling wave solution of (1.6) connecting the two stable solutions u=u f\(t)
may be neither monotone, nor stable, nor unique (see Example 7.1).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some basic
properties of almost periodic functions, introduce the definition of almost
periodic traveling wave solutions, and state our assumptions. In Section 3,
we present several basic results about Eq. (1.1), including the comparison
proposition stated above which will be of later use. We prove in Section 4
that any almost periodic traveling wave solution of (1.1) connecting the
two stable solutions u=u f\(t) is strictly monotone (which is actually
Theorem A(1)) and is a wave-like solution. Section 5 is devoted to the
study of stability of wave-like solutions and uniqueness of traveling waves
of (1.1), and Theorem A(2) and 3) are proved in this section. In Section 6,
we investigate traveling wave solutions of the nonlocal evolution equation
(1.4) and prove Theorem B. Traveling wave solutions of (1.6) is considered
and Theorem C is proved in Section 7. An example which shows that (1.6)
may have more than one stable as well as unstable almost periodic travel-
ing wave solutions connecting u=u f\(t) is also provided in this section. We
end the paper in Section 8 by remarking that all the theorems for
Eqs. (1.1), (1.4), and (1.6) hold for the equations in their hulls.
2. PRELIMINARY
In this section, we present preliminary materials of later use. We first
give a brief review about almost periodic functions. Then we introduce a
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definition of almost periodic traveling wave solutions and demonstrate its
appropriateness. Finally, we state our assumptions and notations. Note
that these preliminary materials may also be used in the second part of the
series.
2.1. Almost Periodic Functions
Definition 2.1. (1) A function f # C(R, Rn) is said to be almost
periodic if for any =>0, the set
T(=)=[{: | f (t+{)& f (t)|<=, t # R]
is relatively dense in R (see [21]).
(2) A function f # C(Rn_R, Rm), (x, t) [ f (x, t) (x # Rn, t # R) is
said to be almost periodic in t uniformly with respect to x in bounded sets
(x in Rn) if f is almost periodic in t for each x # Rn, and is uniformly
continuous on E_R for any bounded subset E/Rn (for E=Rn) (see [21]).
(3) Let f # C(Rn_R, Rm) be almost periodic in t uniformly with
respect to x in bounded sets. Then H( f )=cl[ f } { : { # R] is called the hull
of f, where f } {(x, t)= f (x, t+{) and the closure is taken under the
compact open topology (see [21, 42, 60]).
(4) Let f # C(Rn_R, Rm) be almost periodic in t uniformly with
respect to x in bounded sets, and
f (x, t)t :
* # R
a*(x) ei*t, a*(x)= lim
t  
1
t |
t
0
f (x, s) e&i*s ds,
be its unique Fourier series (see [21]). Then S( f )=[* : a*(x)0] is
called the Fourier spectrum of f, and M( f )=the smallest additive sub-
group of R containing S( f ) is called the frequency module of f.
It is known that if f # C(Rn_R, Rm) is almost periodic in t uniformly
with respect to x in bounded sets, then M( f ) is a countable subset of R,
and H( f ) is compact and metrizable under the compact open topology
([21, 42, 4549, 60]). Moreover, the following holds.
Lemma 2.1. (1) A function f # C(Rn_R, Rm) is almost periodic in t
uniformly with respect to x in bounded sets (x in Rn) if and only if for
any sequence [t$k] / R, there is a subsequence [tk] / [t$k ] such that
limk   f (x, t+tk) exists uniformly for t # R and x in bounded sets (x in Rn).
(2) Suppose that f, g # C(Rn_R, Rm) are two almost periodic functions
in t uniformly with respect to x in bounded sets. Then M(g)/M( f ) if and
only if for any sequence [tn], if limn   f (x, t+tn)= f (x, t) uniformly for
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t # R and x in bounded sets, then limn   g(x, t+tn)= g(x, t) uniformly for
t # R and x in bounded sets too.
Proof. See [21, 60]. K
2.2. Almost Periodic Traveling Wave Solutions
Consider the reaction-diffusion equation,
ut(x, t)=D(t) uxx(x, t)+ f (u(x, t), t), (2.1)
where x # R, t # R, D(t)D0>0 is almost periodic in t, and f (u, t) is C2
and is almost periodic in t uniformly with respect to u in bounded sets.
Definition 2.2. A classical solution u(x, t) of (2.1) (x, t # R) is called
an almost periodic traveling wave solution if there is U # C1(R_R, R) and
c # C1(R, R) such that
u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) for x, t # R,
and U(x, t) (called the wave profile) is almost periodic in t uniformly with
respect to x in bounded sets, and c$(t) (called the wave speed) is almost
periodic in t. It is also called an almost periodic standing wave solution if
c(t) is bounded.
As is known, in periodic case, traditionally, a periodic traveling wave
solution of (2.1) is defined to be a solution of form u(x, t)=V(x+c0 t, t),
where V(x, t) is periodic in t and c0 is a constant (see [2]). Hence the wave
profile V(x, t) changes periodically in t, and the wave speed (c0 t)$=c0 is
constant. We note that in this case, a periodic traveling wave solution can
also be equivalently defined to be a solution of form u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t),
where both the wave profile U(x, t) and the wave speed c$(t) are periodic
in t of same period. To see this, suppose that u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) is a
periodic traveling wave solution of period T, in the sense that U(x, t+T )
=U(x, t), c$(t+T)=c$(t). Let c0=(1T ) T0 c$(s) ds. By the periodicity of
c$(t), d(t)=c(t)&c0 t is of period T. Then u(x, t)=V(x+c0 t, t), where
V(x, t)=U(x+d(t), t), and V(x, t+T)=V(x, t). Hence u(x, t) is a periodic
traveling wave solution in the traditional sense.
In the periodic case, we can also define almost periodic traveling wave
solutions by Definition 2.2. But we have
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that D(t+T ) = D(t), f (u, t+T) = f (u, t), and
u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) is an almost periodic traveling wave solution of (2.1)
with M(c$( } )), M(U(x, } ))/M( f ) _ M(D( } )). Then c$(t) and U(x, t) are
necessarily periodic in t with the same period T, and hence, u(x, t) is indeed
a periodic traveling wave solution.
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Proof. Since D(t+nT )=D(t) and f (u, t+nT )#f (u, t) for any n # Z,
by Lemma 2.1, we have that for any x # R,
U(x, nT+t)  U(x, t), c$(nT+t)  c$(t)
as n  , and then
lim
n  
U(x, nT+T )=U(x, T )=U(x, 0)= lim
n  
U(x, nT ),
lim
n  
c$(nT+T )=c$(T)=c$(0)= lim
n  
c$(nT ). K
Remark 2.1. By the above arguments, if D and f in Lemma 2.2 are time
independent, then so are c$(t) and U(x, t).
Similarly to the periodic case, we may define a solution u(x, t) of (2.1)
to be an almost periodic traveling wave solution if it is of form u(x, t)=
V(x+c0 t, t) (x, t # R) with c0 (wave speed) being a constant and V(x, t)
(wave profile) being almost periodic in t. However, in the almost periodic
case, this definition and Definition 2.2 are not equivalent and the latter one
is more general and appropriate. To see this, we consider the following
example. Let u(x, t)=,(x+c0 t) be a traveling wave solution of
ut=uxx+u(u&a)(1&u), (2.2)
where a # (0, 12), ,(&)=0, ,(+)=1 (see [12, 19, 20] for the existence
of such solution). Since a # (0, 12), c0{0 (see [11, 19]). Let h(t)h >0 be a
smooth almost periodic function satisfying that h0t&t0 h(s) ds is unbounded,
where h0=limT  (1T) T0 h(s) ds. Now consider
ut=h(t) uxx+h(t) u(u&a)(1&u). (2.3)
Then u(x, t)=,(x+c0  t0 h(s) ds) is a solution of (2.3). Naturally, we may
call u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) (U(x, t)=,(x), c(t)=c0  t0 h(s) ds) a traveling
wave solution of (2.3). Notice that U(x, t) and c$(t) are almost periodic in t.
Hence, it is an almost periodic traveling wave solution according to Defini-
tion 2.2, but it is not according to the above definition. For otherwise, there
are V(x, t) which is almost periodic in t and a constant c1 such that
u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t)=V(x+c1 t, t). (2.4)
Hence V(x, t)=U(x+c(t)&c1 t, t)=,(x+c(t)&c1 t) is almost periodic in
t. This together with ,(&)=0 and ,(+)=1 implies that c(t)&c1 t is
bounded, and therefore h0 t& t0 h(s) ds is bounded, a contradiction.
By the above discussions, an almost periodic traveling wave solution of
(2.1) defined in Definition 2.2 is an appropriate generalization of a periodic
one.
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Remark 2.2. (1) Suppose that u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) is an almost
periodic traveling wave solution of (2.1). Then for any C1 almost periodic
function !(t), u(x, t)=U (x+c~ (t), t), where U (x, t)=U(x+!(t), t) and c~ (t)
=c(t)&!(t). Clearly, U (x, t) is almost periodic in t uniformly with respect
to x in bounded sets, and c~ $(t)=c$(t)&!$(t) is almost periodic in t. There-
fore the wave profile and wave speed of an almost periodic traveling wave
solution are not unique.
(2) If u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) is an almost periodic traveling wave solu-
tion of (2.1) and c(t)&c0 t is bounded for t # R, where c0=limT  (1T)_
T0 c$(t) dt, then u(x, t)=V(x+c0 t, t), where V(x, t)=U(x+c(t)&c0 t, t) is
almost periodic in t uniformly for x in bounded sets, and hence in such
case, u(x, t) can be viewed as an almost periodic traveling wave solution
with constant wave speed and almost periodic wave profile.
2.3. Assumptions and Notations
In what follows, (A1)(A3) are taken to be standard assumptions.
(A1) f : R_R  R, (u, t) [ f (u, t), is C r (r2).
(A2) f and all its partial derivatives up to order two are almost
periodic in t uniformly with respect to u in bounded sets.
(A3) f is bistable, in the sense that the equation
ut(t)= f (u(t), t) (2.5)
has exactly three almost periodic solutions u=u f\(t) and u=u
f
0 (t) satisfy-
ing that
u f&(t)+$0<u
f
0(t)&$0<u
f
0(t)+$0<u
f
+(t)&$0 (2.6)
for some $0>0 and all t # R, that
{ fu(u, t)&=0fu(u, t)=0
for uu f&(t)+$0 or uu
f
+(t)&$0
for u # [u f0(t)&$0 , u
f
0(t)+$0]
(2.7)
for some =0>0 and all t # R, and that
|u(t; u0\ , {)&u
f
\(t)|  0 as t   (2.8)
for any { # R, any u0&<u
f
0({) and u
0
+>u
f
0({), where u(t; u
0
\ , {) are the
solutions of (2.5) satisfying the initial conditions u({; u0\ , {)=u
0
\ .
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Remark 2.3. Suppose that f : R_R  R satisfies (A1)(A3).
(1) By (2.8), u=u f\(t) are globally stable solutions and u=u
f
0(t) is
an unstable solution of (2.5). Moreover, by (2.7), the limit limt   u(t; u0\ , {)
&u f\(t) = 0 is uniform with respect to { # R and u
0
\ # [u
f
\({) & $0 ,
u f\({)+$0], and is also exponential. Hence, u=u
f
&(t) and u=u
f
+(t) are
indeed uniformly and exponentially stable solutions of (2.5).
(2) By [4549], for any g # H( f ), the equation
ut(t)= g(u(t), t) (2.9)g
has also exactly three almost periodic solutions u=u g\(t) and u=u
g
0(t)
satisfying (2.6)(2.8) with f being replaced by g. Moreover, the functions
h\ , h0 : H( f )  R, h\(g)=u g\(0), h0(g)=u
g
0(0), are continuous in g #
H( f ) (hence, u f } {\ (0)=u
f
\({), u
f } {
0 (0)=u
f
0({)), and
M(u g\( } ))/M( f ), M(u
g
0( } ))/M( f ). (2.10)
Throughout the paper, $0 and =0 are assumed to be as in (2.6) and (2.7),
respectively. The notation ‘(s) denotes the function
‘(s)=
1
2 \1+tanh
s
2+ , s # R. (2.11)
Observe that
‘$(s)=‘(s)(1&‘(s)), ‘"(s)=‘(s)(1&‘(s))(1&2‘(s)). (2.12)
For given interval I/R and constant { # R, I1 and I{ are the intervals
defined by
I1 =[t # I : t is in the interior of I], (2.13)
and
I{=[t # I : t>{]. (2.14)
3. BASIC RESULTS
In this section, we consider (1.1) with f satisfying (A1)(A3) in Subsec-
tion 2.3, and provide basic results about its (sub-, super-) solutions. We
first briefly review the existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence of
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solutions (Lemma 3.1), and then explore several basic properties, including
the comparison proposition stated in the introduction for (sub-, super-)
solutions (Lemmas 3.23.5). The results in this section will be often used in
the following sections of the current paper as well as in the second of the
series ([44]).
Let Cunif be defined by
Cunif (R)=[u(x) : u is bounded and uniformly continuous on R] (3.1)
with the norm &u&=supx # R |u(x)|. By standard theory for parabolic equa-
tions ([22, 27]), for any { # R and u0 # Cunif (R), (1.1) has a unique (local)
classical solution u(x, t) satisfying the initial condition u(x, {)=u0(x). We
denote it by u(x, t; u0 , {, f ). In the sequel we will only consider such solu-
tions of (1.1), and hence, a function u(x, t) is a solution of (1.1) on an
interval I if u( } , t) # C(I, Cunif (R)) and u(x, t) satisfies (1.1) for x # R and
t # I1 , where I1 is as in (2.13).
Similarly, for any { # R, u0 # Cunif (R), and g # H( f ), the equation
ut(x, t)=Duxx(x, t)+ g(u(x, t), t) (3.2)g
has a unique solution u(x, t; u0 , {, g) with u(x, {; u0 , {, g)=u0(x).
Note that
u(x, t; u0 , {, g)#u(x, t&{; u0 , 0, g } {). (3.3)
For simplicity, we denote u(x, t; u0 , 0, g) by u(x, t; u0 , g). Clearly, if u0 is
spatially homogeneous, then so is u(x, t; u0 , g), and it may be denoted by
u(t; u0 , g). By (A3), u(x, t)=u g\(t) are uniformly and asymptotically stable
and u=u f0(t) is unstable spatially homogeneous solutions of (3.2)g .
The following lemma follows from standard theory for parabolic equa-
tions ([22, 27]) and the assumptions (A1), (A2).
Lemma 3.1. u( } , t; u0 , g) # Cunif (R) is continuous with respect to u0 #
Cunif (R), g # H( f ), and t in the interval of existence.
In the current paper, among (3.2)g (g # H( f )), we will mainly concentrate
on one equation, say (3.2)f , that is, (1.1). By (3.3), u(x, t)=u(x, t&{; u0 , f } {)
is the solution of (1.1) satisfying the initial condition u(x, {)=u0(x). Due
to the time dependence, we shall consider u(x, t&{; u0 , f } {) for any initial
time {. When no confusion occurs, u(x, t&{; u0 , f } {) is denoted by
u(x, t; u0 , {). In the second of the series [44], we will consider (3.2)g for all
g # H( f ), and will adopt the notation u(x, t; u0 , g).
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Definition 3.1. A function u(x, t) is called a sub-solution (super-
solution) of (1.1) on an interval I if u(x, t) # C(R_I ), and
ut(x, t)() Duxx(x, t)+ f (u(x, t), t)
for x # R and t # I1 .
Lemma 3.2. (1) Suppose that u1(x, t) and u2(x, t) are bounded super-
and sub-solutions of (1.1) on I, respectively, with u1(x, {)u2(x, {) for x # R
and some { # I. Then u1(x, t)u2(x, t) for x # R and t # I{ , where I{ is as
in (2.14).
(2) There is a function %(J, t) (0<%(J, t)1) with %(J, t) being nonin-
creasing in J such that for any super-solution u1(x, t) and sub-solution
u2(x, t) of (1.1) on an interval I satisfying that u1(x, {)u2(x, {) for x # R
and some { # I, and that |u1(x, t)|, |u2(x, t)|K0=sups # R [ |u f&(s)|+1,
|u f+(s)|+1] for x # R and t # I{ , the following holds,
u1(x, t)&u2(x, t)%(J, t&{) |
z+1
z
(u1( y, {)&u2( y, {)) dy
for x # R with |x&z|J and t # I{ .
Proof. (1) This follows from the comparison principle for parabolic
equations [22, 38].
(2) Let v(x, t)=u1(x, t)&u2(x, t). Then v(x, t) satisfies
vt(x, t)Dvxx(x, t)+ f (u1(x, t), t)& f (u2(x, t), t)
for x # R and t # I1 . By (1), v(x, t)0 for x # R and t # I{ . Hence,
vt(x, t)Dvxx(x, t)&Mv(x, t)
for x # R and t # I{ , where M=sup |u| 2K0 , t # R | fu(u, t)|. Define v~ (x, t)=
exp(M(t&{)) v(x, t). Then,
v~ t(x, t)Dv~ xx(x, t) (3.4)
for x # R and t # I{ . Note that
w(x, t)=|
R
1
- 4?D(t&{)
exp \& (x& y)
2
4D(t&{)+ v~ ( y, {) dy
is the solution of
wt(x, t)=Dwxx(x, t) (3.5)
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with w(x, {)=v~ (x, {)=v(x, {)=u1(x, {)&u2(x, {). By the comparison
principle for parabolic equations again, we have
v~ (x, t)w(x, t)
for x # R and t # I{ . Hence
v~ (x, t)|
R
1
- 4?D(t&{)
exp \& (x& y)
2
4D(t&{)+ v~ ( y, {) dy (3.6)
for x # R and t # I{ . Therefore,
u1(x, t)&u2(x, t)
=exp(&M(t&{)) v~ (x, t)
exp(&M(t&{)) |
R
1
- 4?D(t&{)
exp \& (x& y)
2
4D(t&{)+ v~ ( y, {) dy
exp(&M(t&{)) |
z+1
z
1
- 4?D(t&{)
exp \& (x& y)
2
4D(t&{)+ v~ ( y, {) dy
%(J, t&{) |
z+1
z
(u1( y, {)&u2( y, {)) dy
for x # R with |x&z|J and t # I{ , where
%(J, t&{)=min {exp(&M(t&{)) 1- 4?D(t&{) exp \&
(J+1)2
4D(t&{)+ , 1= .
The lemma is thus proved. K
We note that Lemma 3.2 is indeed the comparison proposition stated in
the introduction. The next lemma provides two families of super- and sub-
solutions of (1.1), which will be often used to control the solutions of (1.1).
Lemma 3.3. Let :\ (:&<:+) and { be any given constants, and ‘(s) be
as in (2.11).
(1) Let v\(x, t) = u(t; :\ , { ) ‘ ( x + Ct) + u(t; : , {)(1&‘(x+Ct)).
Then, when C>>1, v+ and v& are super- and sub- solutions of (1.1) on [{, ),
respectively.
(2) Let w\(x, t)=u(t; : , {) ‘(x&Ct)+u(t; :\ , {)(1&‘(x&Ct)).
Then, when C>>1, w+ and w& are also super- and sub-solutions of (1.1) on
[{, ), respectively.
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Proof. We prove that v+(x, t) is a super-solution. Other statements can
be proved similarly.
First, a direct computation yields
v+t (x, t)&Dv
+
xx(x, t)& f (v
+(x, t), t)
=(u(t; :+ , {)&u(t; :& , {))(C‘$(x+Ct)&D‘"(x+Ct))
+ f (u(t; :+ , {), t) ‘(x+Ct)+ f (u(t; :& , {), t)(1&‘(x+Ct))
&f (u(t; :+ , {) ‘(x+Ct)+u(t; :& , {)(1&‘(x+Ct)), t)
for x # R and t>{. By Taylor expansions,
f (u(t; :+ , {), t) ‘(x+Ct)+ f (u(t; :& , {), t)(1&‘(x+Ct))
&f (u(t; :+ , {) ‘(x+Ct)+u(t; :& , {)(1&‘(x+Ct)), t)
= fuu(u**(x, t), t)(u*(x, t)&u(t; :& , {))(u(t; :+ , {)&u(t; :& , {))
_‘(x+Ct)(1&‘(x+Ct))
for some u*(x, t), u**(x, t) between u(t; :& , {) and u(t; :+ , {). It then
follows from (2.12) that
v+t (x, t)&Dv
+
xx(x, t)& f (v
+(x, t), t)
=(u(t; :+ , {)&u(t; :& , {)) } ‘(x+Ct) } (1&‘(x+Ct))
_(C&D(1&2‘(x+Ct))& fuu(u**(t), t)(u*(t)&u(t; :& , {)))
for x # R and t>{. This together with (A3) implies that when C>>1,
v+(x, t) is a super-solution of (1.1) on [{, ). K
Remark 3.1. By the above arguments, the constant C in Lemma 3.3
depends on :\ . But, for given D0>0 and M0>0, there is C0>0 such that
for any { # R, any :&<:+ with |:& |, |:+ |M0 , any 0<DD0 , and any
CC0 , v+(x, t) and w+(x, t) (v&(x, t) and w&(x, t)) in Lemma 3.3 are
super-solutions (sub-solutions) of (1.1) on [{, ).
The following lemma concerns the behavior of solutions of (1.1) as
x  \.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that u(x, t) is a solution of (1.1) on an interval I
with u(\, {)=u f\ ({) for some { # I, where u(\, {)=limx  \ u(x, {).
Then u(\, t)=u f\(t) for all t # I{ .
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Proof. Let v(x, t)=u(x, t)&‘(x) u f+(t)&(1&‘(x)) u
f
&(t) for x # R and
t # I, where ‘(x) is as in (2.11). Then v(x, t) satisfies
vt(x, t)=vxx(x, t)+f (v, x, t) (3.7)
for x # R and t # I, where
f (v, x, t)=‘"(x) u f+(t)&‘"(x) u
f
&(t)+ f (v+‘(x) u
f
+(t)+(1&‘(x)) u
f
&(t), t)
&‘(x) f (u f+(t), t)&(1&‘(x)) f (u
f
&(t), t).
Note that v(\, {)=0 ({ # I ). It then follows from the standard theory for
parabolic equations that v(\, t)=0 for t # I{ [27]. Hence, u(\, t)=
u f\(t) for t # I{ . K
Lemma 3.5. (1) For any u0 # Cunif (R), u(x, t; u0 , {) exists for all t>{.
(2) For any u0 # Cunif (R), [&u( } , t; u0 , {)&C3 (R) : t{+$] is bounded
for any $>0.
Proof. (1) Since u0 # Cunif (R), there is M>0 such that &Mu0(x)
M. It then follows from Lemma 3.2 that
u(t; &M, {)u(x, t; u0 , {)u(t; M, {)
for t in the existence interval of u(x, t; u0 , {). This together with (A3)
implies that u(x, t; u0 , f ) exists for all t>{.
(2) This follows from (1), and local regularity and a priori estimates
for parabolic equations [22, 27]. K
4. MONOTONICITY AND WAVE-LIKE SOLUTIONS
In this section, we consider the monotonicity of almost periodic traveling
wave solutions of (1.1) with f satisfying (A1)(A3) in Subsection 2.3. We
also introduce wave-like solutions of (1.1), which have important implica-
tions on the existence of almost periodic traveling wave solutions to be
studied in the second of the series [44].
Definition 4.1. An almost periodic traveling wave solution u(x, t)=
U(x+c(t), t) of (1.1) (x, t # R) is said to connect the two stable almost
periodic solutions u=u f\(t) (connect u
f
\(t) in short) if U(\, t)#
limx  \ U(x, t)=u f\(t) uniformly for t # R.
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Definition 4.2. A solution u=u f (x, t) of (1.1) on an interval I=
[{0 , ) is called a wave-like solution if there are constant {1>{0 and
positive functions m( } ) and :( } ) such that
(H1) u f (\, t)#limx  \ u f (x, t)=u f\(t) for t{1 , and u fx (x, t)
>0 for x # R and t{1 .
(H2) For any $>0, u f (x, t) # [u f&(t), u
f
&(t)+$] _ [u
f
+(t)&$, u
f
+(t)]
for t{1 and x # R with |x&!(t; u f )|m($), where !(t; u f ) is such that
u f (!(t; u f ), t)=u f0(t).
(H3) For any M>0, u fx(x, t):(M) for t{1 and x # R with
|x&!(t; u f )|M.
Remark 4.1. (1) If u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) is an almost periodic travel-
ing wave solution of (1.1) connecting u=u f\(t), then by Lemma 3.5(2),
Ux(x, t), Uxx(x, t), and Uxxx(x, t) are bounded for x, t # R, and hence, by
[21], U(x, t), Ux(x, t), and Uxx(x, t) are almost periodic in t uniformly
with respect to x # R.
(2) If u=u f (x, t) is a wave-like solution of (1.1) on [{0 , ), then by
Lemma 3.5(2) again, ux(x, t), uxx(x, t), and uxxx(x, t) are bounded for
x # R and t{1 .
When f is periodic in t, it is shown in [2] that any periodic traveling
wave solution of (1.1) connecting u=u f\(t) is strictly monotone. By the
similar arguments, we will prove that when f is almost periodic in t, any
almost periodic traveling wave solution of (1.1) connecting u=u f\(t) is
strictly monotone. We call a solution u=u f (x, t) satisfying (H1)(H3) a
wave-like solution because on one hand, it roughly behaves like a traveling
wave solution with u f (x+!(t; u f ), t) and !$(t; u f ) being propagating profile
and speed, respectively, and on the other hand, an almost periodic traveling
wave solution of (1.1) connecting u=u f\(t) is actually a wave-like solution.
Our main results of this section are as follows.
Theorem 4.1. If u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) is an almost periodic traveling
wave solution of (1.1) connecting u=u f\(t), then Ux(x, t)>0 for all x, t # R.
Theorem 4.2. An almost periodic traveling wave solution u(x, t)=
U(x+c(t), t) of (1.1) connecting u=u f\(t) is a wave-like solution.
Observe that Theorem A(1) directly follows from Theorem 4.1. We will
prove Theorem A(2) and (3) in next section. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, we will in fact prove that any wave-like solution of (1.1) is uniformly
and asymptotically stable (see Theorem 5.1). Hence, Theorem A(2) follows
from Theorems 4.2 and 5.1.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. First of all, we claim that
u f&(t)U(x, t)u
f
+(t) for all x, t # R. (4.1)
In fact, suppose that M>0 is such that
&MU(x, 0)M for x # R. (4.2)
Then by Lemma 3.2,
u(t; &M, 0)U(x, t)u(t; M, 0) (4.3)
for all t0 and x # R. By the almost periodicity of U(x, t) and u f\(t), there
is tn   such that as n  ,
U(x, t+tn)  U(x, t)
uniformly for x, t # R, and
u f\(t+tn)  u
f
\(t)
uniformly for t # R. Then by (A3) and (4.3), we have
u f&(t)= lim
n  
u(t+tn ; &M, 0)U(x, t)
= lim
n  
U(x, t+tn) lim
n  
u(t+tn ; M, 0)=u f+(t)
for x, t # R, that is, (4.1) holds.
Next, we prove that
U(x&z, 0)U(x, 0) (4.4)
for x # R and z>>1. To do so, let
&\=& lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
fu(u f\ (t), t) dt, (4.5)
and
a\(t)=exp \&
\t
2
+|
t
0
fu(u f\(t), t) dt+ . (4.6)
Then a\(t)  0 as t  . Let
$*=
sup[$>0 : | fu(u, t)& fu(u f\(t), t)|(&
\2), \t # R, u # I $\(t)]
2( sup
t # R+
a+(t)+ sup
t # R+
a&(t))
, (4.7)
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where I $\(t)=[u
f
\(t)&$, u
f
\(t)+$], and
!*=inf {!1 : |U(\x, t)&u f\(t)|$*2 , x # [!, ), t # R= . (4.8)
Clearly, $* and !* are well defined. By (4.1) and the fact that U(\, t)#
limx  \ U(x, t)=u f\(t) uniformly in t # R, there is z*>0 such that
U(x&z, t){U(x, t)U(x, t)+$*
if x # [&!*, !*]
if x  [&!*, !*]
(4.9)
for all t # R and zz*. Notice that w(x, t)=U(x, t) is a solution of the
equation
wt(x, t)+c$(t) wx(x, t)=Dwxx(x, t)+ f (w(x, t), t) (4.10)
for x # R and t # R. For any $ # (0, $*], define
U \$ (x, t)=U(x, t)+$a
\(t). (4.11)
Then w(x, t)=U +$ (x, t) and U
&
$ (x, t) satisfy
wt(x, t)+c$(t) wx(x, t)Dwxx(x, t)+ f (w(x, t), t) (4.12)
for t0, x # [!*, ) and (&, &!*], respectively. By (4.9), for any
zz*, we have U(x&z, 0)U\$*(x, 0) for x  [&!*, !*], and U(\!*&z, t)
U \$*(\!*, t) for t0. Hence, by (4.10), (4.12), and the comparison
principle for parabolic equations, we must have
U(x&z, t)U +$*(x, t) for t0, x # [!*, ),
and
U(x&z, t)U &$*(x, t) for t0, x # (&, &!*].
Let tn   be such that U(x, tn)  U(x, 0) uniformly in x # R. We then
have
U(x&z, 0)U(x, 0) for x  [&!*, !*].
This together with (4.9) implies that (4.4) holds for any zz*.
Now we prove that (4.4) actually holds for any z0. To do so, let
z0=inf [z~ : U(x&z, 0)U(x, 0), \zz~ 0, x # R]. (4.13)
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We claim that
U(x&z0 , 0)=U(x, 0) for x # R. (4.14)
For otherwise, by the comparison principle for parabolic equations and the
almost periodicity of U(x, t), we must have U(x&z0 , t)<U(x, t) for all
x # R and t # R. Then there is 0<=<<1 such that (4.9) holds with z
z0&=. By the similar arguments as above, we have (4.4) holds for zz0&=,
which contradicts (4.13). Hence, (4.14) holds true. By U(\, t)=u f\(t),
we then must have z0=0. Therefore, (4.4) holds for any z0.
Finally, since (4.4) holds for any z0, we have Ux(x, 0)0 for all x # R.
It then follows from the comparison principle for parabolic equations and
the almost periodicity of U(x, t) that
Ux(x, t)>0 for x # R, t # R. K
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Suppose that u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) is an almost
periodic traveling wave solution of (1.1) connecting u=u f\(t). We prove
that u(x, t) satisfies (H1)(H3) in Definition 4.2 for some positive functions
m( } ) and :( } ), and any constant {1 # R.
First of all, by Theorem 4.1, Ux(x, t)>0 for all x, t # R and U(\, t)=
u f\(t) for t # R. This implies that ux(x, t)>0 for all x, t # R and u(\, t)
=u f\(t) for t # R. Hence, u(x, t) satisfies (H1) for any {1 # R.
Next, let !0(t) be such that
U(!0(t), t)=u f0 (t). (4.15)
Since limx  \ U(x, t)=u f\(t) uniformly for t # R, we must have that !
0(t)
is bounded for t # R, and that for any $>0, there is m($)>0 such that
U(x, t) # [u f&(t), u
f
&(t)+$] _ [u
f
+(t)&$, u
f
+(t)] (4.16)
for x, t # R with |x&!0(t)|m($). Let !(t; u) be such that
u(!(t; u), t)=u f0 (t). (4.17)
By (4.15), we have
u(!(t; u), t)=U(!(t; u)+c(t), t)=U(!0(t), t)=u f0 (t). (4.18)
It then follows that
!0(t)=!(t; u)+c(t). (4.19)
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Note that
u(x, t)=u(!(t; u)+x&!(t; u), t)=U(!0(t)+x&!(t; u), t).
Therefore, by (4.16), for any x, t # R with |x&!(t; u)|m($), we have
u(x, t)=U(!0(t)+x&!(t; u), t) # [u f&(t), u
f
&(t)+$] _ [u
f
+(t)&$, u
f
+(t)].
Hence, u(x, t) satisfies (H2) for some positive function m( } ) and any
constant {1 # R.
We now prove that u(x, t) satisfies (H3) for some positive function :( } )
and any constant {1 # R. We claim that for any M>0, there is :(M)>0
such that
Ux(x, t):(M) (4.20)
for t0 and x # R with |x&!0(t)|M. For otherwise, there exist M0>0,
[tn] with tn  , and [xn] with |xn&!0(tn)|M0 such that
Ux(xn , tn)  0 (4.21)
as n  . Since !0(t) is bounded for t # R, we may assume that xn  x*
and !0(tn)  !* as n  . By the almost periodicity of c$(t), c(tn)&c(tn&1)
is bounded and then we may assume c(tn)&c(tn&1)  c* as n  . By
Remark 4.1(1), U(x, t) and Ux(x, t) are almost periodic in t uniformly for
x # R. Hence we may also assume that
U(x, tn)  U*(x), Ux(x, tn)  Ux*(x), (4.22)
U(x, tn&1)  U *(x), Ux(x, tn&1)  U x*(x) (4.23)
as n   uniformly for x # R, and
f (u, t+tn)  f*(u, t) (4.24)
as n   uniformly for t # R and u in bounded sets, where f* # H( f ). Then
by Lemma 3.1, for any t0,
u(x, t; U *, f* } (&1))= lim
n  
u(x, t; U( } , tn&1), f } (tn&1))
= lim
n  
u(x&c(tn&1), t+tn&1)
= lim
n  
u(x&c(tn)+c(tn)&c(tn&1), t+tn&1)
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uniformly for x # R, where f* } (&1)(u, t)= f*(u, t&1). By Lemma 3.1
again, for t1,
lim
n  
u(x&c(tn)+c(tn)&c(tn&1), t+tn&1)=u(x+c*, t&1; U*, f*)
uniformly for x # R. It then follows that
u(x, t; U *, f* } (&1))=u(x+c*, t&1; U*, f*)
for x # R and t1. By similar arguments, we have
ux(x, t; U *, f* } (&1))=ux(x+c*, t&1; U*, f*)
for x # R and t1, in particular,
ux(x*&c*, 1; U *, f* } (&1))=Ux*(x*). (4.25)
Note that v(x, t)=ux(x, t; U *, f* } (&1)) is a solution of
vt(x, t)=Dvxx(x, t)+ fu*(u(x, t; U *, f* } (&1)), t&1) v(x, t) (4.26)
with v(x, 0)=U x*(x). By (H1), U x*(x)0, and by (H2) and Remark 2.3,
U *(\)=u f* } (&1)\ (0). Hence, U x*(x)0, and then by the maximum
principle for parabolic equations, ux(x, 1; U *, 0, f * } (&1))>0 for all
x # R. But by (4.21), (4.22), and (4.25), we have ux(x* & c*, 1; U *,
f* } (&1))=0, a contradiction. Therefore, (4.20) holds for t0 and x # R
with |x&!0(t)|M. Since Ux(x, t) is almost periodic in t uniformly for
x # R, we must have that (4.20) holds for t # R and x # R with |x&!0(t)|
M, which together with (4.19) implies that
ux(x, t)=Ux(!0(t)+x&!(t; u), t):(M)
for t # R and x # R with |x&!(t; u)|M. Therefore, u(x, t) satisfies (H3)
for some positive function :( } ) and any {1 # R. K
Remark 4.2. If u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) is an almost periodic traveling
wave solution of (1.1) connecting u=u f\(t), then by the arguments of
Theorem 4.2, u(x, t) satisfies (H1)(H3) for some positive functions m( } )
and :( } ), and any constant {1 # R.
5. STABILITY AND UNIQUENESS
In this section, we study the stability of wave-like solutions and uniqueness
of traveling waves of (1.1) with f satisfying (A1)(A3) in Subsection 2.3.
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Throughout the section, u(x, t; u0 , {) denotes the solution of (1.1) with u(x, {;
u0 , {)=u0(x), where u0( } ) # Cunif (R), and & }& denotes the supreme norm in
Cunif (R). The following are our main results in this section.
Theorem 5.1 (Stability). Let $0 be as in (2.6)(2.7), and u=u f (x, t) be a
wave-like solution of (1.1) on [{0 , ), that is, it satisfies (H1)(H3) in Defini-
tion 4.2 for some constant {1>{0 , and positive functions m( } ) and :( } ).
(1) (Uniform stability) For any =>0, there is $(=)>0, such that for any
u0( } ) # Cunif (R) with &u0( } )&u f ( } , {)&<$(=) for some {{1 , there holds
&u( } , t; u0 , {)&u f ( } , t)&<= for t>{.
(2) (Asymptotic Stability) For any u0( } ) # Cunif (R) satisfying that
u f&({)&$0u0(x)u
f
+({)+$0
for x # R and some {{1 , and that
lim inf
x  
u0(x)>u f0({), lim sup
x  &
u0(x)<u f0 ({),
there is !0 # R such that
&u( } , t; u0 , {)&u f ( } +!0 , t)&  0
exponentially as t  .
Theorem 5.2 (Uniqueness). Suppose that u1(x, t)=U1(x+c1(t), t),
u2(x, t)=U2(x+c2(t), t) are two almost periodic traveling wave solutions of
(1.1) connecting u=u f\(t). Then there is a C
1 almost periodic function !(t) such
that
U2(x, t)=U1(x+!(t), t)
for x, t # R, and
c$2(t)=c$1(t)&!$(t)
for t # R.
Note that Theorem A(3) directly follows from Theorem 5.2, and Theorem
A(1) will follow from Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 5.1 (see Corollary 5.6).
Before proving the above theorems, we point out that the difficult part in
proving Theorem 5.1 is the asymptotic stability of the wave-like solution. As
mentioned in the Introduction, we will prove it by using the arguments similar
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to those used in [2, 12]. Roughly, we first show that for a given u0 as in
Theorem 5.1(2) and any $>0, there are ! # R, h0, and T>{ such that
u f (x+!, T)&$u(x, T; u0 , {)u f (x+!+h, T)+$.
Next, we show that h can be assumed less than 1. Finally, by using the so
called ‘squeezing technique’ in [2, 12], we show that there are !(t), h(t) and
$(t) such that
u f (x+!(t), t)&$(t)u(x, t; u0 , {)u f (x+!(t)+h(t), t)+$(t)
for x # R and t>T, and !(t)  !(), h(t)  0, $(t)  0 exponentially as
t  , which implies that u(x, t; u0 , {)&u f (x+!(), t)  0 exponentially as
t  . We prove Theorem 5.2 through the stability of wave-like solutions.
The detailed proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 will be given after the following
technical lemmas.
Lemma 5.3. Let u f (x, t) be as in Theorem 5.1. There are ;1>0, $1>0, and
_1>0 such that for any $ # (0, $1), !0 # R, and {{1 , w+(x, t) and w&(x, t)
are super- and sub-solutions of (1.1) on [{, ), respectively, where
w\(x, t)=u f (x+!0\_1$(1&e&;1 (t&{)), t)\$e&;1 (t&{) (5.1)
(x # R, t # [{, )).
Proof. We prove that w+(x, t) is a super-solution of (1.1) on [{, ). It can
be proved similarly that w&(x, t) is a sub-solution of (1.1) on [{, ).
First, by direct computation, we have
w+t (x, t)&Dw
+
xx(x, t)& f (w
+(x, t), t)
=u fx (!+(x, t), t) _1$;1e
&;1(t&{)&$;1e&;1(t&{)
+f (u f (!+(x, t), t), t)& f (w+(x, t), t)
=[u fx(!+(x, t), t) _1 ;1&;1& fu(u*(x, t), t)] $e
&;1(t&{),
for x # R and t{, where !+(x, t)=x+!0+_1$(1&e&;1(t&{)), and u*(x, t)
is between u f (!+(x, t), t) and w+(x, t).
Next, let $0 be as in (2.6)(2.7), and
;1=inf [&fu(u, t): u # I&(t) _ I+(t), t # R], (5.2)
where
I\(t)=[u f\(t)&$0 , u
f
\(t)+$0].
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Let m( } ), :( } ) be as in Theorem 5.1, and
$1= 12 $0 . (5.3)
Then, by (H2), for any t{, x # R with |!+(x, t)&!(t; u f )|m($1), and any
0<$<$1 , we have u*(x, t) # I\(t), and hence ;1<&fu(u*(x, t), t), which
implies that
w+t (x, t)&Dw
+
xx(x, t)&f (w
+(x, t), t)0. (5.4)
By (H3), for any t{ and x # R with |!+(x, t)&!(t; u f )|<m($1), there holds
u fx(!+(x, t), t):(m($1)).
Let
_1=
;1+}
:(m($1)) ;1
, (5.5)
where
}=sup[ fu(u, t): u # [u f&(t)&$0 , u
f
+(t)+$0], t # R].
Then for t{, x # R with |!+(x, t)&!(t; u f )|<m($1), and any 0<$<$1 ,
(5.4) also holds.
Therefore, for ;1 , $1 , and _1 given by (5.2), (5.3), and (5.5), respectively,
w+(x, t) is a super-solution of (1.1) on [{, ) for any $ # (0, $1], !0 # R, and
{{1 . K
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that u f (x, t) is as in Theorem 5.1, and $0 is as in
(2.6)(2.7). Let u0( } ) # Cunif (R) be such that
u f&({)&$0u0(x)u
f
+({)+$0 (x # R) (5.6)
for some { # [{1 , ), and
lim inf
x  
u0(x)>u f0 ({), lim sup
x  &
u0(x)<u f0 ({). (5.7)
Then, for any $>0, there are H>0 and T{ such that
u f (x&H, T)&$<u(x, T; u0 , {)<u f (x+H, T)+$ (5.8)
for x # R.
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Proof. For any given 0<$<<1, h\ # R, and C>0, let
w+(x, t)=u(t; u f+({)+2$0 , {) ‘(x+h++C(t&{))
+u(t; u f0({)&$, {)(1&‘(x+h++C(t&{))),
and
w&(x, t)=u(t; u f0 ({)+$, {) ‘(x+h&&C(t&{))
+u(t; u f&({)&2$0 , {)(1&‘(x+h&&C(t&{))),
where ‘( } ) is as in (2.11). Then by Lemma 3.3, when C>>1, w+(x, t) and
w&(x, t) are super- and sub-solutions of (1.1) on [{, ), respectively. By (5.7),
there is H >0 such that
u0(x) {<u
f
0 ({)&$
>u f0 ({)+$
for x&H
for xH .
(5.9)
Following from (5.6) and (5.9), we have
u0(x)w+(x, {) with h+=H
and
u0(x)w&(x, {) with h&=&H
for x # R, where H is such that
‘(&H +H )(u f+({)+2$0)u
f
+({)+$0 ,
and
‘(H &H )(u f0({)+$)$0 .
Hence, by Lemma 3.2,
w&(x, t)u(x, t; u0 , {)w+(x, t) (5.10)
for x # R and t{.
By (A3) in Subsection 2.3, there is T{ such that
u f+(T)&
$
2
<u(T; :+ , {)<u f+(T)+
$
2
, (5.11)
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where :+=u f0 ({)+$ or :+=u
f
+({)+2$0 , and that
u f&(T)&
$
2
<u(T; :& , {)<u f&(T)+
$
2
, (5.12)
where :&=u f0 ({)&$ or u
f
&({)&2$0 . It then follows from (H1) and
(5.10)(5.12) that
u f (x&H, T)&$<w&(x, T )u(x, T; u0 , {)w+(x, T)<u f (x+H, T)+$
for x # R and H>>1. K
Lemma 5.5. Let u f (x, t) be as in Theorem 5.1. There is =*>0 such that, if
u(x, t) is a solution of (1.1), and for some { # [{1 , ), ! # R, $ # (0, $12], h>0,
there holds
u f (x+!, {)&$u(x, {)u f (x+!+h, {)+$, x # R, (5.13)
then for every t{+1, there exist ! (t), $ (t), h (t) satisfying
! (t) # [!&_1$, !+h+_1$], (5.14)
$ (t)e&;1(t&{&1)[$+=* min[h, 1]], (5.15)
h (t)[h&_1=* min[h, 1]]+2_1$ (5.16)
such that (5.13) holds with {, !, $, and h replaced by t({+1), ! (t), $ (t), and
h (t), respectively, where ;1 , $1 , and _1 are as in Lemma 5.3.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.2 and 5.3,
u f (!&(x, t), t)&$e&;1(t&{)u(x, t)u f (!+(x, t)+h, t)+$e&;1 (t&{)
(5.17)
for t>{ and x # R, where !\(x, t)=x+!\_1$(1&e&;1(t&{)).
Let
h =min[h, 1],
and
= = 12 min[u
f
x (x, t) : t{1 , |x&!(t; u
f)|2].
Then
|
!(t; u f )+1
!(t; u f )
[u f ( y+h , t)&u f ( y, t)] dy2= h
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for any t{1 . Hence, we must have
|
!({; u f )+1
!({; u f )
[u( y&!, {)&u f ( y, {)] dy= h , (5.18)
or
|
!({; u f )+1
!({; u f )
[u f ( y+h , {)&u( y&!, {)] dy= h . (5.19)
We prove the lemma for the case that (5.18) holds. The other case can be
proved similarly.
By (H2), (H3), and Remark 4.1, lim |x| u fx(x+!(t&1; u
f), t)=0 uniformly
for t{1+1. Hence, there is M>0 such that
2_1u fx (x, t)1 (5.20)
for t{1+1 and x # R with |x&!(t&1; u f )|M&_1&1. Define =* by
=*=min {$12 ,
1
2_1
, min
|x&!(t&1; u f )| M+1+_1 , t{1+1
%*=
2_1u fx (x, t)= , (5.21)
where %*=%(M, 1). Then for x # R with |x+!&!({; u f )|M, we have
u f (!&(x, {+1), {+1)&u f (!&(x, {+1)+2_1=*h , {+1) &%*= h .
(5.22)
By Lemma 3.2 and (5.18), there holds
u(x, t)&[u f (!&(x, t), t)&$e&;1(t&{)]
%(M, t&{) |
!({; u f )+1
!({; u f )
[u( y&!, {)&u f ( y, {)] dy
%(M, t&{) = h ,
for x # R with |x+!&!({; u f )|M and t>{. This together with (5.22)
implies that
u(x, {+1)u f (!&(x, {+1)+2_1 =*h , {+1)&$e&;1 (5.23)
for x # R with |x + ! & !({; u f ) |  M. By (5.20), for x # R with
|x+!&!({; u f )|M, there holds
u f (!&(x, {+1), {+1)&$e&;1
u f (!&(x, {+1)+2_1=*h , {+1)&($e&;1+=*h ).
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Hence by (5.17), there holds
u(x, {+1)u f (!&(x, {+1)+2_1 =*h , {+1)&($e&;1+=*h ) (5.24)
for x # R with |x+!&!({; u f)|M.
It then follows from (5.17), (5.23), (5.24), and Lemma 5.3 that
u f (x+! (t), t)&$ (t)u(x, t)u f (x+! (t)+h (t), t)+$ (t),
for x # R and t{+1, where ! (t)=!&_1$+_1=*h , h (t)=h&_1 =*h +
2_1$, and $ (t)=($e&;1+=*h ) e&;1(t&{&1). Therefore, the lemma holds. K
Proof of Theorem 5.1. (1) By Remark 4.1, for any =>0, there is h>0
such that
|u f (x+h, t)&u f (x, t)|
=
2
(5.25)
for any x # R and t{1 .
Let ;1 , $1 , and _1 be as in Lemma 5.3, and for given =>0, let $<$1 be
such that $<=2, _1$<h. Then for any u0 with
|u0(x)&u f (x, {)|<$
for x # R and some {{1 , by Lemma 5.3, we have
u f (x&_1$(1&e&;1(t&{)), t)&$e&;1 (t&{)
u(x, t; u0 , {)
u f (x+_1$(1&e&;1(t&{)), t)+$e&;1 (t&{)
for x # R and t>{. It then follows from (5.25) that
u f (x, t)&=u(x, t; u0 , {)u f (x, t)+=
for x # R and t>{. Therefore,
&u( } , t; u0 , {)&u f ( } , t)&<= for t>{.
(2) Let =* be as in Lemma 5.5, $*=min[$12, =*4], &*=_1=*&
2_1$*_1 =*2>0, and fix t*2 such that
e&;1 (t*&1) _1+=*$*&1&&*.
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By Lemma 5.4, there exist !0 # R, h>0, and T{ such that
u f (x+!0 , T )&$*u(x, T ; u0 , {)u f (x+!0+h, T )+$* (5.26)
for x # R. By Lemma 5.5 and (5.26), we may assume that h in (5.26)
satisfies 0<h1. For otherwise, let N>0 be such that 0h&N&*1. By
Lemma 5.5,
u f (x+! (t), t+T )&$ (t)u(x, t+T; u0 , {)
u f (x+! (t)+h (t), t+T)+$ (t)
for x # R and t1, where
! (t) # [!0&_1 $*, !0+_1$*+h],
$ (t)e&;1 (t&1)[$*+=*min[h, 1]]=e&;1 (t&1)($*+=*),
h (t)(h&_1=* min[h, 1])+2_1$*=h&&*.
It then follows that
u f (x+!1 , t*+T)&$1*u(x, t*+T; u0 , {)u f (x+!1+h1 , t*+T )+$1*
for x # R, where !1=! (t*), $1*e&;1(t*&1)($*+=*)(1&&*) $*, and
h1h&&*. By Lemma 5.5 again, we have
u f (x+!2 , 2t*+T )&$2*u(x, 2t*+T; u0 , {)
u f (x+!2+h2 , 2t*+T)+$2*
for x # R, where !2 # [!1&_1$1* , !1+_1$1*+h1], $2*(1&&*)2 $*, and
h2h&2&*. Continuing in this way, we obtain that
u f (x+!N , Nt*+T )&$*Nu(x, Nt*+T; u0 , {)
u f (x+!N+hN , Nt*+T )+$*N
for x # R, where !N # [!N&1&_1 $*N&1 , !N&1+_1$*N&1+hN&1], $*N
(1&&*)N $*, and hNh&N&*1, that is, (5.26) holds with !0 , $*, h, and
T being replaced by !N , $*N , hN , and TN=Nt*+T, where 0hN1.
Therefore, we may assume in the beginning that (5.26) holds for some
0<h1.
Now, let Tk=kt*, $k*=(1&&*)k $*, hk=(1&&*)k. We claim that there
holds
u f (x+!k , Tk+T)&$k*u(x, Tk+T; u0 , {)u f (x+!k+hk , Tk+T )+$k*
(5.27)
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for x # R and k=0, 1, 2, ..., where
!k # [!k&1&_1$*k&1 , !k&1+_1$*k&1+hk&1], k1.
In fact, for k=0, (5.27) coincides with (5.26), and for k=1, it follows from
Lemma 5.5. Now suppose that for k=l, (5.27) holds. Then for k=l+1, by
Lemma 5.5, we have that (5.27) holds for
!l+1 # [!l&_1$ l*, !l+_1$l*+hl],
$*l+1e&;1 (t*&1)($l*+=*hl)(1&&*) l+1 $*,
hl+1hl&_1=*h l+2_1$l*=(1&&*) l+1.
By induction, we have (5.27) holds for k=0, 1, 2, ... .
Define
$(t)=$k*, !(t)=!k&_1 $k*, h(t)=hk+2_1 $k*
for t # [Tk+T, Tk+1+T], k=0, 1, 2, ... . By (5.27) and Lemma 5.3, we
have
u f (x+!(t), t)&$(t)u(x, t; u0 , {)u f (x+!(t)+h(t), t)+$(t)
for x # R and tT. Clearly, $(t)  0, h(t)  0, and !(t)  !() exponen-
tially as t  , which implies that
u(x, t)&u f (x+!(), t)  0
exponentially as t  . K
Remark 5.1. Denote $(=) in Theorem 5.1(1) by $(=; u f ) to indicate
the dependence of $(=) on the wave-like solution u=u f (x, t). By the
arguments in the proof of Theorem 5.1(1), $(=; u f ) depends only on M=
supx # R, t{1 u
f
x (x, t), and the functions m( } ), :( } ), where {1 and m( } ), :( } )
are the constant and positive functions associated to u=u f (x, t) (see
Definition 4.2).
Corollary 5.6. Let u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) be an almost periodic travel-
ing wave solution of (1.1) connecting the two stable almost periodic solutions
u=u f\(t).
(1) (Uniform stability) For any =>0, there is $(=)>0, such that for
any u0( } ) # Cunif (R) with &u0( } )&U( } +c({), {)&<$(=) for some { # R, there
holds
&u( } , t; u0 , {)&U( } +c(t), t)&<= for t>{.
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(2) (Asymptotic Stability) For any u0( } ) # Cunif (R) satisfying that
u f&({)&$0u0(x)u
f
+({)+$0
for x # R and some { # R, and that
lim inf
x  
u0(x)>u f0({), lim sup
x  &
u0(x)<u f0({),
there is !0 # R such that
&u( } , t; u0 , {)&U( } +!0+c(t), t)&  0
exponentially as t  .
Proof. (1) It follows from Theorem 4.2, Remarks 4.2 and 5.1, and
Theorem 5.1(1).
(2) It follows from Theorem 4.2, Remark 4.2, and Theorem 5.1(2). K
Proof of Theorem 5.2. By Corollary 5.6, we have that
&U2( } , t)&U1( } +c1(t)&c2(t)+! 0 , t)&  0 as t   (5.28)
for some ! 0 # R. By U1, 2(\, t)=u f\(t), c1(t)&c2(t) is bounded for t # R,
and hence, by the almost periodicity of c$1(t)&c$2(t), c1(t)&c2(t) is almost
periodic [21]. Now by the almost periodicity of U1, 2(x, t), there is tn  
such that
U1, 2(x, tn)  U1, 2(x, 0) (5.29)
as n   uniformly in x # R. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that c1(tn)&c2(tn)  c* as n  . By (5.28) and (5.29), we have U2(x, 0)
=U1(x+!0 , 0), where !0=c*+! 0 . This implies that u2(x, 0)=u1(x+!0
+c1(0)&c2(0), 0). Therefore, u2(x, t)=u1(x+!0+c1(0)&c2(0), t), and
then
U2(x, t)=U1(x+!(t), t) (5.30)
for x, t # R, and
c$2(t)=c$1(t)&!$(t) (5.31)
for t # R, where !(t)=c1(t)&c2(t)+c2(0)&c1(0)&!0 . Since c1(t)&c2(t)
and c$1(t)&c$2(t) are almost periodic, !(t) is a C1 almost periodic function.
K
Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.2 implies that the wave profile and wave speed
of almost periodic traveling wave solutions of (1.1) connecting u=u f\(t)
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are unique up to almost periodic phase shifts. Moreover the phase shift for
the wave speed equals the negative of the derivative of the phase shift for
the wave profile (see (5.30) and (5.31)).
6. TRAVELING WAVES IN NONLOCAL BISTABLE EQUATIONS
In this section, we consider the nonlocal evolution equation (1.4) with f
satisfying (A1)(A3) in Subsection 2.3. We will show that all the basic
results in Section 3, in particular the comparison Lemma 3.2 hold for (1.4),
and therefore, same results as in Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, and 5.2 hold for
(1.4). The results in this section will have important implications on the
existence of traveling wave solutions of the spatially discrete equation (1.6)
to be studied in the second of the series (see [44]).
First of all, let Cunif (R) be as in (3.1). Observe that the operator A,
(Au)(x)=&uxx(x) is sectorial in Cunif (R) [27], and B, (Bu)(x)=&(u(x&_)
+u(x+_)+u(x&&)+u(x+&)&4u(x)) is bounded in Cunif (R). Hence
A+B is sectorial in Cunif (R), and then by the analytic semigroup theory [27],
for any { # R and u0 # Cunif (R), Eq. (1.4) has a unique (local) classical solution
u(x, t) satisfying the initial condition u(x, {)=u0(x). We also denote it by
u(x, t; u0 , {, f ). Moreover, if u0 is spatially homogeneous, then so is
u(x, t; u0 , {, f ), and we may denote it by u(t; u0 , {, f ).
Similar to Lemma 3.1, we have
Lemma 6.1. u( } , t; u0 , 0, g) # Cunif (R) is continuous with respect to
u0 # Cunif (R), g # H( f ), and t in the interval of existence, where u(x, t; u0 , 0, g)
is the solution of (1.4) with f being replaced by g and u(x, 0; u0 , 0, g)=u0(x).
Proof. It follows from analytic semigroup theory for differential equa-
tions in Banach spaces [27, 37]. K
Similarly, by (A3), (1.4) has three spatially homogeneous solutions
u(x, t)=u f\(t) and u(x, t)=u
f
0(t). We adopt Definition 3.1 for sub- and
super-solutions, Definitions 2.2 and 4.1 for almost periodic traveling wave
solutions, and Definition 4.2 for wave-like solutions of Eq. (1.4). When no
confusion occurs, u(x, t; u0 , {, f ) is denoted by u(x, t; u0 , {).
The following lemma is similar to Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 6.2. (1) Suppose that u1(x, t) and u2(x, t) are bounded super-
and sub-solutions of (1.4) on an interval I, respectively, with u1(x, {)
u2(x, {) for x # R and some { # I. Then u1(x, t)u2(x, t) for x # R and t # I{ ,
where I{ is as in (2.14).
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(2) There is a function %(J, t) (0<%(J, t)1) with %(J, t) being non-
increasing in J such that for any super-solution u1(x, t) and sub-solution
u2(x, t) of (1.4) on an interval I satisfying that u1(x, {)u2(x, {) for x # R
and some { # I, and that |u1(x, t)|, |u2(x, t)|K0=sups # R [ |u f&(s)|+1,
|u f+(s)|+1] for x # R and t # I{ , the following holds,
u1(x, t)&u2(x, t)%(J, t&{) |
z+1
z
(u1( y, {)&u2( y, {)) dy (6.1)
for x # R with |x&z|J and t # I{ .
Proof. (1) Let v(x, t)=u1(x, t)&u2(x, t). Then v(x, t) satisfies
vt(x, t)Dvxx(x, t)+d2_, &v(x, t)
+\|
1
0
fu(su1(x, t)+(1&s) u2(x, t), t) ds+ v(x, t) (6.2)
for x # R and t # I1 , where I1 is as in (2.13), and v(x, {)0 for x # R.
Let +0>0 be such that
+(x, t)#+0+4d&|
1
0
fu(su1(x, t)+(1&s) u2(x, t), t) ds>0
for x # R and t # I. For such given +0 , let
w(x, t)=v(x, t) exp(&+0(t&{)) (6.3)
for x # R and t # I. Then
wt(x, t)Dwxx(x, t)+d(2_, &w(x, t)+4w(x, t))&+(x, t) w(x, t) (6.4)
for x # R and t # I1 . Clearly, we have w(x, {)0 for x # R, and w(x, t) is
bounded for x # R and t # I{ . Hence, for any K>0, there is =>0 such that
w(x, t)&= exp(K(t&{)) for x # R and t # I{ . (6.5)
We claim that
w(x, t)0 for x # R and t # I{ . (6.6)
Suppose that this is not true. Let K>0 be such that
K> 87 (
1
4 D+6d ). (6.7)
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Then there is =>0 and xT # R, T # I{ such that (6.5) holds and w(xT , T )<
&78 = exp(K(T&{)). Define
w~ (x, t)=&=( 34+_~ z(x&xT)) exp(K(t&{))
for x # R and t # R, where z( } ) is a C2 function satisfying that z(0)=1,
z(\)=3, 1z(x)3 and |z"(x)|1 for x # R. Gradually decreasing _~
from 14 to 0, we can find a minimum _~ =_~ * # (
1
8 ,
1
4 ] such that
w(x, t)w~ (x, t) for x # R and t # [{, {+T]. Note that
w~ (\, t)=&=( 34+3_~ *) exp(K(t&{))<&
9
8 = exp(K(t&{))
for all t # R. By the definition of _~ *, there exist x0 # R and t0 # [{, {+T]
such that w(x0 , t0)=w~ (x0 , t0)0. Therefore, wt(x0 , t0)w~ t(x0 , t0) and
wxx(x0 , t0)w~ xx(x0 , t0). It then follows that
&78 =K exp(K(t0&{))w~ t(x0 , t0)
wt(x0 , t0)
Dwxx(x0 , t0)+d(2_, &w(x0 , t0)+4w(x0 , t0))
&+(x0 , t0) w(x0 , t0)
Dw~ xx(x0 , t0)+d(2_, &w~ (x0 , t0)+4w~ (x0 , t0))
&(_~ *D+6d ) = exp(K(t0&{)),
which contradicts (6.7). Hence, (6.6) holds, and then by (6.3), v(x, t)0,
that is, u1(x, t)u2(x, t) for x # R and t # I{ .
(2) Let v(x, t)=u1(x, t)&u2(x, t). Then v(x, t) satisfies (6.2) and
v(x, {)0 for x # R. Let M=4d+sup |u|2K0 , t # R | fu(u, t)|, and
v~ (x, t)=exp(M(t&{)) v(x, t).
Then by (1) and (6.2), we have
v~ t(x, t)Dv~ xx(x, t)
for x # R and t # I{ . Part (2) then follows from similar arguments as in
Lemma 3.2. K
Remark 6.1. (1) By Lemma 6.2 and Remark 2.3, u(x, t)=u f\(t) are
uniformly and exponentially stable and u(x, t)=u f0 (t) is unstable almost
periodic solutions of (1.4).
(2) By the analytic semigroup theory [27] and the arguments of
Lemmas 3.33.5, Lemmas 3.33.5 all hold true for Eq. (1.4).
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Similarly to Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we have
Theorem 6.3 (Monotonicity). Suppose that u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) is an
almost periodic traveling wave solution of (1.4) connecting the two stable
almost periodic solutions u=u f\(t). Then Ux(x, t)>0 for x, t # R and u=
u(x, t) is a wave-like solution of (1.4).
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, and the arguments in Theorems
4.1 and 4.2. K
The following theorems are similar to Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.
Theorem 6.4 (Stability). Let u=u f (x, t) be a wave-like solution of (1.4)
on [{0 , ), that is, it satisfies (H1)(H3) in Definition 4.2 with some constant
{1>{0 and positive functions m( } ) and :( } ). Let $0 be as in (2.6)(2.7).
(1) (Uniform stability) For any =>0, there is $(=)>0, such that for
any u0( } ) # Cunif (R) with &u0( } )&u f ( } , {)&<$(=) for some {{1 , there
holds
&u( } , t; u0 , {)&u f ( } , t)&<= for t>{.
(2) (Asymptotic Stability) For any u0( } ) # Cunif (R) satisfying that
u f&({)&$0u0(x)u
f
+({)+$0
for x # R and some {{1 , and that
lim inf
x  
u0(x)>u f0 ({), lim sup
x  &
u0(x)<u f0({),
there is !0 # R such that
&u( } , t; u0 , {)&u f ( } +!0 , t)&  0
exponentially as t  .
Theorem 6.5 (Uniqueness). Suppose that u1(x, t)=U1(x+c1(t), t),
u2(x, t)=U2(x+c2(t), t) are two almost periodic traveling wave solutions of
(1.4) connecting the two stable almost periodic solutions u=u f\(t). Then
there is a C1 almost periodic function !(t) such that
U2(x, t)=U1(x+!(t), t)
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for x, t # R, and
c$2(t)=c$1(t)&!$(t)
for t # R.
Note that Lemmas 5.35.5 also hold true for Eq. (1.4). Then by Lemmas
6.1, 6.2, Theorem 6.3, and Remark 6.1(2), Theorems 6.4 and 6.5 can be
proved by exactly the same arguments as in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. We omit
the proofs here. Clearly, Theorem B stated in the introduction follows from
Theorems 6.36.5.
7. TRAVELING WAVES IN SPATIALLY DISCRETE
BISTABLE EQUATIONS
In this section, we consider (1.6) with f satisfying (A1)(A3) in Subsec-
tion 2.3. We will prove that when (_, &) is rational, similar results to
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 hold for smooth and strictly monotone almost
periodic traveling wave solutions of (1.6) (Theorems 7.4 and 7.5). However,
(1.6) may have more than one stable as well as unstable non-smooth or
non-monotone almost periodic traveling wave solutions (Example 7.1).
First of all, we note that x in (1.6) can be viewed as a variable varying
in the set Z_, & , where Z_, & is as in (1.7), and hence (1.6) is indeed of
discrete space variable. To see this, let
l(Z_, &)=[u(x) : x # Z_, & , u is bounded on Z_, &] (7.1)
with the supreme norm &u&=supx # Z_, & |u(x)|. It is clear that 2_, & : l
(Z_, &)
 l(Z_, &) is a bounded linear operator. By the theory for ordinary differen-
tial equations in Banach spaces ([25, 27, 37]), for any { # R and u0 # l(Z_, &),
there is a unique function u(x, t) (u( } , t) # l(Z_, &), u(x, {)=u0(x)) which
satisfies (1.6) for x # Z_, & . We denote it by u(x, t; u0 , {, f ). Therefore, the
solution of (1.6) need only be defined for x # Z_, & .
On the other hand, the variable x # Z_, & in (1.6) can also be extended
to x # R. To see this, let
B(R)=[u(x) : u is bounded on R] (7.2)
with the supreme norm &u&=supx # R |u(x)|. Then 2_, & : B(R)  B(R) is
also a bounded linear operator. Hence, for any { # R and u0 # B(R), there
is a unique function u(x, t) which satisfies (1.6) for x # R and satisfies the
initial condition u(x, {)=u0(x). Again, we denote it by u(x, t; u0 , {, f ).
Notice that if u(x, t) is a solution of (1.6) for x # R, then for any x0 # R,
v(x, t)=u(x+x0 , t) is a solution of (1.6) for x # Z_, & . Therefore, a solution
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of (1.6) with x # R can be viewed as an extension of a solution with
x # Z_, & .
In the following, we say that u(x, t) is a solution of (1.6) if it is a solution
with either x # Z_, & or x # R, unless specified otherwise. We use the same
convention u(x, t; u0 , {, f ) as the solution of (1.6) with u(x, {; u0 , {, f )=
u0(x), where x # Z_, & or R, depending on u0 # l(Z_, &) or u0 # B(R).
Clearly, if u0(x) is spatially homogeneous, then so is u(x, t; u0 , {, f ), and
we may denote it by u(t; u0 , {, f ).
The following lemma is similar to Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 7.1. u( } , t; u0 , 0, g) # l(Z_, &) (u( } , t; u0 , 0, g) # B(R)) is conti-
nuous with respect to u0 # l(Z_, &) (u0 # B(R)), g # H( f ), and t in the interval
of existence, where u(x, t; u0 , 0, g) is the solution of (1.6) with f being replaced
by g and u(x, 0; u0 , 0, g)=u0(x).
Proof. It follows from the theory for ordinary differential equations in
Banach spaces [25, 27, 37]. K
Again, by (A3), u(x, t)=u f\(t) and u(x, t)=u
f
0 (t) are spatially homo-
geneous solutions of (1.6). If no confusion occurs, we denote u(x, t; u0 , {, f ) by
u(x, t; u0 , {). Similarly to Definition 3.1, we define
Definition 7.1. A function u(x, t) with u( } , t) # l(Z_, &) or B(R) is
called a super-solution (sub-solution) of (1.6) on an interval I if u(x, } ) #
C(I ) for every x # Z_, & or R, and
ut(x, t)() d2_, &u(x, t)+f (u(x, t), t) (7.3)
for x # Z_, & or x # R, and t # I1 .
The following lemma is similar to (but weaker than) Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 7.2. Suppose that u1(x, t), u2(x, t) are bounded super- and sub-
solutions of (1.6) on an interval I with x # Z_, & (R), respectively, and u1(x, {)
u2(x, {) for x # Z_, & (R) and some { # I. Then
(1) u1(x, t)u2(x, t) for x # Z_, & (R) and t # I{ . Furthermore, if
u1(x0 , {)>u2(x0 , {) for some x0 # Z_, &(R), then u1(x0+x, t)>u2(x0+x, t)
for x # Z_, & and t # I{ .
(2) Assume that (_, &) is rational. There is a function %(J, t)
(0<%(J, t)1) with %(J, t) being nonincreasing in J such that if |u1(x, t)|,
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|u2(x, t)|K0=sups # R[ |u f&(s)|+1, |u
f
+(s)|+1] for t # I{ and x # Z_, & (R),
then
u1(x0+x, t)&u2(x0+x, t)%(J, t&{)(u1(x0 , {)&u2(x0 , {)) (7.4)
for x # Z_, & with |x|J and t # I{ , where x0 # Z_, & (R).
Proof. (1) First of all, by arguments similar to those for Lemma 6.2, we
can show that u1(x, t)u2(x, t) for x # Z_, & (R) and t # I{ (see also [52]).
Next, we prove that if u1(x0 , {)>u2(x0 , {) for some x0 # Z_, & (R), then
u1(x0+x, t)>u2(x0+x, t) for x # Z_, & and t # I{ . Assume this is not true.
Then there is t0 # I{ and i0 , j0 # Z such that u1(x0+i0_+ j0&, t0)=
u2(x0+i0_+ j0 &, t0). Let v(x, t)=u1(x, t)&u2(x, t). Without loss of
generality, we suppose that i0 , j0=0. Then vt(x0 , t0)0, and hence
0vt(x0 , t0)
d(v(x0&_, t0)+v(x0+_, t0)+v(x0&&, t0)+v(x0+&, t0))0.
This implies that vt(x0 , t0)=0 and therefore,
v(x0&_, t0)=v(x0+_, t0)=v(x0&&, t0)=v(x0+&, t0)=0.
Following this argument, we have
v(x0+x, t0)=0 for all x # Z_, & .
This implies that v(x0+x, {)=0 for x # Z_, & , a contradiction. Therefore, if
u1(x0 , {)>u2(x0 , {), then u1(x0+x, t)>u2(x0+x, t) for x # Z_, & and t # I{ .
(2) Define
% (J, t)= min
|i |+| j |J
(dt) |i | +| j |
( |i |+| j | | )!
e&(4d+;) t, (7.5)
where ;=sup |u|2K0 , t # R | fu(u, t)|. Then % (J, t)>0 and is nonincreasing in
J # Z+. We claim that for any x0 # Z_, & (R) and i, j # Z with |i |+| j |J,
there holds
u1(x0+i_+ j&, t)&u2(x0+i_+ j&, t)% (J, t&{)(u1(x0 , {)&u2(x0 , {))
(7.6)
for t # I{ . In fact, for J=0, by (1), we have
u1t(x0 , t)&u2t(x0 , t)&4d(u1(x0 , t)&u2(x0 , t))
+f (u1(x0 , t), t)& f (u2(x0 , t), t))
&(4d+;)(u1(x0 , t)&u2(x0 , t))
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for t # I{ . This implies that
u1(x0 , t)&u2(x0 , t)e&(4d+;)(t&{)(u1(x0 , {)&u2(x0 , {))
for t # I{ , that is, (7.6) holds for J=0.
Suppose that (7.6) holds for J=0, 1, ..., l.
Consider the case that J=l+1. For any given (i, j) with |i |+| j |=l+1,
we have |i&1|+| j |=l or |i+1|+| j |=l or |i |+| j&1|=l or |i |+| j+1|=l.
By (1),
u1t(x0+i_+ j&, t)&u2t(x0+i_+ j&, t)
d% (l, t&{)(u1(x0 , {)&u2(x0 , {))
&(4d+;)(u1(x0+i_+ j&, t)&u2(x0+i_+ j&, t))
for t # I{ . This implies that
u1(x0+i_+ j&, t)&u2(x0+i_+ j&, t)
e&(4d+;)(t&{)(u1(x0+i_+ j&, {)&u2(x0+i_+ j&, {))
+d |
t
{
e(&4d+;)(t&s)% (l, s&{)(u1(x0 , {)&u2(x0 , {)) ds
de&(4d+;)(t&{) \ min0kl |
t
{
(d(s&{))k
k!
ds+ (u1(x0 , {)&u2(x0 , {))
% (l+1, t&{)(u1(x0 , {)&u2(x0 , {))
for t # I{ , that is, (7.6) holds for J=l+1.
By induction, we have (7.6) for all J # Z+.
Observe that when (_, &) is rational, for any given J, there is M(J) such
that for any (i, j) with |i_+ j&|J, there is (i0 , j0) with |i0 |+| j0 |M(J)
such that i_+ j&=i0 _+ j0 &. Furthermore, we can suppose that M(J)<
M(J+1). Define
%(J, t)=min[% (M(J), t), 1].
Then 0<%(J, t)1 is nonincreasing in J, and for any x0 # Z_, & (R) and any
i, j # Z with |i_+ j&|J, there holds
u1(x0+i_+ j&, t)&u2(x0+i_+ j&, t&{)%(J, t)(u1(x0 , {)&u2(x0 , {))
for t # I{ . Part (2) is thus proved. K
Remark 7.1. (1) By Lemma 7.2, u(x, t)=u f\(t) are stable and u(x, t)
=u f0 (t) is unstable almost periodic solutions of (1.6).
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(2) By the analytic semigroup theory [27] and the arguments of
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 hold true for Eq. (1.6).
Now similarly to Definitions 2.2, 4.1, and 4.2, we define
Definition 7.2. (1) A solution u(x, t) of (1.6) (x # Z_, & or R, t # R) is
called an almost periodic traveling wave solution if there exist functions
U(x, t) (x, t # R) and c(t) (t # R) such that u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) (x # Z_, &
or R, t # R), and c$(t) and U(x, t) are almost periodic in t for any x # R. It
is also called an almost periodic standing wave solution if c(t) is bounded.
(2) An almost periodic traveling wave solution u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t)
of (1.6) (x # Z_, & or R, t # R) is said to connect the two stable almost
periodic solutions u=u f\(t) if
lim
x  \
U(x, t)=u f\(t)
uniformly in t # R.
(3) An almost periodic traveling wave solution u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t)
of (1.6) (x # R, t # R) connecting u=u f\(t) is smooth if U(x, t) # C
1(R2),
Ux(x, t) is bounded for x, t # R, and lim |x|   Ux(x, t)=0 uniformly in
t # R.
(4) A smooth almost periodic traveling wave solution u(x, t)=
U(x+c(t), t) of (1.6) (x # R, t # R) connecting u=u f\(t) is strictly mono-
tone if for any M>0, there is :(M) such that Ux(x, t):(M) for |x|M
and t # R.
Remark 7.2. If u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) (x, t # R) is a smooth almost
periodic traveling wave solution of (1.6) connecting u=u f\(t), then U(x, t)
is almost periodic in t uniformly with respect to x # R. If u(x, t)=
U(x+c(t), t) is also strictly monotone, then Ux(x, t)>0 for x, t # R.
Definition 7.3. A solution u=u f (x, t) of (1.6) on an interval [{0 , )
with x # R is called a wave-like solution if u f (x, t) # C1(R_({0 , )),
u f (x, t) satisfies (H1)(H3) in Definition 4.2 for some constant {1>{0 and
positive functions m( } ) and :( } ), and u fx (x, t) is bounded for x # R and
t{1 , and lim |x|   u fx (x+!(t; u
f ), t)=0 uniformly in t # [{1 , ), where
!(t; u f ) is such that u(!(t; u f ), t)=u f0 (t).
The following lemma directly follows from Definitions 7.2 and 7.3.
Lemma 7.3. A smooth and strictly monotone almost periodic traveling
wave solution of (1.6) connecting u=u f\(t) is a wave-like solution.
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We note that, due to the essential discreteness of the space variable x, in
general, a solution u(x, t) of (1.6) (x # R) may not be C 1 and may not even
be continuous in x. Also, the comparison Lemma 7.2 for (sub-, super-)
solutions of (1.6) is weaker than Lemma 3.2 for (sub-, super-) solutions of
(1.1). We might then not expect that the conclusions of Theorems 5.1 and
5.2 also hold for Eq. (1.6). In fact, (1.6) may have more than one stable as
well as unstable standing wave solutions connecting u=u f\(t) (see Example
7.1 below). However, regarding the smooth and strictly monotone traveling
wave solutions connecting u=u f\(t), we have the following two theorems,
which are similar to Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.
Theorem 7.4 (Stability). Suppose that u f (x, t) is a wave-like solution of
(1.6) on [{0 , ). Then the following holds.
(1) (Uniformly stability) For any =>0, there is $(=)>0 such that for
any u0 with supx # Z_, & (R) |u0(x)&u
f (x, {)|<$(=) for some {{1 , there holds
sup
x # Z_, &(R)
|u(x, t; u0 , {)&u f (x, t)|<= for t>{, (7.7)
where {1>{0 is as in Definition 7.3.
(2) (Asymptotically stability) If (_, &) is rational, then for any
u0 # l(Z_, &) satisfying that
u f&({)&$0u0(x)u
f
+({)+$0
for x # Z_, & and some {{1 , where $0 is as in (2.6)(2.7), and that
lim inf
x  +
u0(x)>u f0 ({), lim sup
x  &
u0(x)<u f0 ({),
there exists !0 such that
sup
x # Z_, &
|u(x, t; u0 , {)&u f (x+!0 , t)|  0
exponentially as t  .
(3) (Asymptotically stability) If (_, &) is rational, then for any x0 # R
and u0 # B(R) satisfying that
u f&({)&$0u0(x)u
f
+({)+$0
for x # R and some {{1 , and that
lim inf
x  +
u0(x)>u f0 ({), lim sup
x  &
u0(x)<u f0 ({),
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there exists !0(x0) such that
sup
x # Z_, &
|u(x+x0 , t; u0 , {)&u f (x+x0+!0(x0), t)|  0 (7.8)
exponentially as t  .
Theorem 7.5 (Uniqueness). If (1.6) has a smooth and strictly monotone
almost periodic traveling wave solution u*(x, t)=U*(x+c*(t), t) connecting
u=u f\(t), and if (_, &) is rational, then for any almost periodic traveling
wave solution u(x, t)=U(x+c(t), t) of (1.6) connecting u=u f\(t), and any
given x0 , there exists !0(x0) such that
U(x+x0+c(t), t)=U*(x+x0+!0(x0)+c*(t), t) (7.9)
for x # Z_, & .
Observe that Theorem C stated in the Introduction follows from
Lemma 7.3, Theorems 7.4 and 7.5. Since !0(x0) may depends on x0 , and (7.8)
and (7.9) hold only for x # Z_, & , the asymptotic stability in Theorem 7.4(3)
and the uniqueness in Theorem 7.5 are weaker than those in Theorem
5.1(2) and Theorem 5.2, respectively.
Similarly to Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, to prove Theorems 7.4 and 7.5, we
need the following technical lemmas, which are similar to Lemmas 5.35.5.
Lemma 7.6. Let u f (x, t) be as in Theorem 7.4. There are ;1>0, $1>0,
and _1>0 such that for any $ # (0, $1), !0 # R, and {{1 , w+(x, t) and
w&(x, t) are super- and sub-solutions of (1.6) on [{, ), respectively, where
w\(x, t)=u f (x+!0\_1$(1&e&;1 (t&{)), t)\$e&;1(t&{)
(x # R, t # [{, )).
Proof. This can be proved by the same arguments as in Lemma 5.3. K
Lemma 7.7. Suppose that u f (x, t) is as in Theorem 7.4, and $0 is as in
(2.6)(2.7). Let u0( } ) # l(Z_, &) be such that
u f&({)&$0u0(x)u
f
+({)+$0
for x # Z_, & and some { # [{1 , ), and that
lim inf
x  
u0(x)>u f0 ({), lim sup
x  &
u0(x)<u f0 ({).
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Then, for any $>0, there are H>0 and T{ such that
u f (x&H, T)&$<u(x, T; u0 , {)<u f (x+H, T)+$
for x # Z_, & .
Proof. This can be proved by the same arguments as in Lemma 5.4. K
Lemma 7.8. Suppose that u=u f (x, t) is as in Theorem 7.4 and (_, &) is
rational. Then there is =*>0 such that if u=u(x, t) (u( } , t) # l(Z_, &)) is
a solution of (1.6) and for some {{1 , ! # R, $ # (0, $1 2] ($1 is as in
Lemma 7.6), h>0, there holds
u f (x+!, {)&$u(x, {)u f (x+!+h, {)+$ (7.10)
for x # Z_, & , then for every t{+1, there exist ! (t), $ (t), h (t) satisfying
(5.14)(5.16) such that (7.10) holds with {, !, h, and $ being replaced by
t({+1), ! (t), h (t), and $ (t), respectively.
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 5.5. We summarize it as follows.
First, by Lemmas 7.2 and 7.6, we have
u f (!&(x, t), t)&$e&;1 (t&{)u(x, t)u f (!+(x, t)+h, t)+$e&;1 (t&{)
(7.11)
for t{ and x # Z_, & , where !\(x, t)=x+!\_1$(1&e&;1 (t&{)).
Next, similar to Lemma 5.5, let
h =min[h, 1],
and
= = 12 min[u
f
x(x, t) : t{1 , |x&!(t; u
f )|2],
where u f (!(t; u f ), t)=u f0 (t). Then
u f ( y+h , t)&u f ( y, t)2= h (7.12)
for any t{1 and y # R with | y&!(t; u f )|1. Note that there is !0 # Z_, &
such that
|!+!0&!({; u f )|1. (7.13)
By (7.12), we must have
u(!0 , {)&u f (!+!0 , {)= h (7.14)
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or
u f (!+!0+h , {)&u(!0 , {)= h .
We prove the lemma for the case that (7.14) holds. The other case can
proved similarly.
Similarly to (5.20) and (5.21), let M>0 be such that
2_1u fx (x, t)1 (7.15)
for t{1+1 and x # R with |x&!(t&1; u f )|M&_1&2, and define =* by
=*=min {$12 ,
1
2_1
, min
|x&!(t&1; u f )| M+2+_1 , t{1+1
%*=
2_1u fx (x, t)= , (7.16)
where %*=%(M, 1). Then for x # R with |x&!0 |M,
u f (!&(x, {+1), {+1)&u f (!&(x, {+1)+2_1=*h , {+1)&%*= h .
(7.17)
By Lemma 7.2, there holds
u(x, t)&(u f (!&(x, t), t)&$e&;1 (t&{))%(M, t&{)(u(!0 , {)&u f (!+!0 , {))
(7.18)
for t>{ and x # Z_, & with |x&!0 |M. Following from (7.17) and (7.18),
we have
u(x, {+1)u f (!&(x, {+1)+2_1 =*h , {+1)&$e&;1 (7.19)
for x # Z_, & with |x&!0 |M. By (7.11) and (7.15), for x # Z_, & with
|x&!0 |M, there holds
u(x, {+1)u f (!&(x, {+1)+2_1 =*h , {+1)&($e&;1+=*h ) (7.20)
for x # Z_, & with |x&!0 |M. It then follows from (7.11), (7.19), (7.20),
and Lemma 7.6 that
u f (x+! (t), t)&$ (t)u(x, t)u f (x+! (t)+h (t), t)+$ (t)
for t{+1 and x # Z_, & , where ! (t), $ (t), and h (t) satisfy (4.14)(4.16). K
Proof of Theorem 7.4. (1) It follows from Lemmas 7.2, 7.6, and
arguments similar to those for Theorem 5.1(1).
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(2) It follows from Lemmas 7.2, 7.67.8, and arguments similar to
those for Theorem 5.1(2).
(3) This follows from (2). K
Proof of Theorem 7.5. Let tn   be such that
U*(x, tn)  U*(x, 0), U(x, tn)  U(x, 0) (7.21)
uniformly for x # R. By Theorem 7.4(3), for given x0 , there exists ! 0(x0)
such that
sup
x # Z_, &
|U(x+x0+c(t), t)&U*(x+x0+! 0(x0)+c*(t), t)|  0, (7.22)
as t  . This implies that c(t)&c*(t) is bounded. By _2+&2=1, we may
assume that _{0. Let
cn=c(tn) mod _
and
cn*=c*(tn)&c(tn).
Then [cn] and [cn*] are bounded sequences. Without loss of generality, we
suppose that cn  c0 and cn*  c0* as n  . By (7.21), we have
sup
x # Z_, &
|U(x+x0+cn , tn)&U*(x+x0+! 0(x0)+cn+cn*, tn)|  0 (7.23)
as n  . By (7.21) and (7.23),
U(x+x0+c0 , 0)=U*(x+x0+! 0(x0)+c0+c0* , 0) (7.24)
for x # Z_, & . It then follows from (7.24) that for any x0 # R, there is
!(x0) # R such that
U(x+x0+c(0), 0)=U*(x+x0+!(x0)+c*(0), 0)
for x # Z_, & . Hence,
U(x+x0+c(t), t)=U*(x+x0+!(x0)+c*(t), t)
for x # Z_, & . K
As mentioned, even in the time independent case, (1.6) may have
infinitely many stable as well as unstable standing wave solutions connect-
ing u=u f\(t). By Theorems 7.4 and 7.5, such solutions must be either
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not smooth or not strictly monotone. Concerning when a traveling wave
solution is both smooth and monotone, we have
Proposition 7.9. Suppose that f (u, t)= f (u) is independent of t and
u(x, t)=U(x+ct) is a traveling wave solution of (1.6) connecting u=u f\(0).
If c{0 and U(x) is non-decreasing (that is, U(x1)U(x2) if x1<x2), then
u(x, t)=U(x+ct) is both smooth and strictly monotone.
Proof. First of all, it is clear that U( } ) # C 1(R), and hence Ux(x)0 for
all x # R.
Note that for any x0 # R, v(x, t)=ux(x0+x, t) is a solution of
vt(x, t)=d2_, &v(x, t)+ fu(U(x0+x+ct)) v(x, t) (7.25)
for t # R and x # R. Since U(\)=u f\(0), there must be x0 # R such that
ux(x0 , 0)>0. Then, following from the arguments of Lemma 7.2, we have
ux(x0+x, t)>0 for all x # Z_, & and t>0. Therefore, Ux(x0+x+ct)>0 for
all x # Z_, & and t>0. This implies that Ux(x)>0 for all x # R. K
We conclude this section with an example which shows that even in the
time independent case, (1.6) may have infinitely many stable as well as
unstable non-monotone standing wave solutions connecting u=u f\(t).
Example 7.1. Consider Eq. (1.6) with (_, &) =(1, 0) and f (u, t)=
u(u&a)(1&u) (0<a<1), that is,
ut(x, t)=d(u(x&1, t)+u(x+1, t)&2u(x, t))+ f (u(x, t)). (7.26)
Then u f&(t)#0 and u
f
+(t)#1.
We first show that when 0<d<<1, (7.26) has infinitely many stable
non-monotone standing wave solution connecting u=0 and u=1.
Note that if v=v(n)=[vj] is a stationary solution of the difference
equation,
vj (n+1)=vj (n)+d(vj&1(n)+vj+1(n)&2vj (n))+ f (vj (n)) (7.27)
( j, n # Z), then u=u(x), u(x)=vj for x # [ j, j+1) ( j # Z), is a stationary
solution of (7.26).
Let a1<a<a2 be such that f $(a1)= f $(a2)=0. By [14], when
0<d<<1, for any given finite set [r1 , r2 , ..., rJ]/Z (r1<r2< } } } <rJ),
(7.27) has a stable stationary solution v=v*=[vj*], where
vj*{#[0, a
&], j # Z, j<r1 or j=r i
#[a+, 1], j # Z, jr1 and j{ri
(1iJ)
(1iJ),
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and a&, a+ are some constants satisfying
0<a&<a1<a<a2<a+<1. (7.28)
We claim that limj  & vj*=0 and limj   vj*=1, and hence u=u*(x),
u*(x)=vj* for x # [ j, j+1) ( j # Z) is a stable standing wave solution of
(7.26) connecting u=0 and u=1.
In fact, suppose that limj   vj*{1. Then there is jk   such that
v*jk  a* (a
+a*<1). Let =*>0 be such that
a*1&=*. (7.29)
Observe that when 0<d<<1, the forward solution v=v+(n)=[v+j (n)] of
(7.27) with v+j (0)=a
+ for all j # Z satisfies
sup
j # Z
|v+j (n)&1|  0 as n  .
Hence, there is N>0 such that
v+j (N)>1&=*2 for j # Z.
Let v=v(n) be the solution of (7.27) with
vj (0)={a
+,
vj*
,
j # Z, jrJ
j # Z, j>rJ .
Clearly, when j>>1, vj (N)=vj*. Since 1vj (0)v+j (0)0 for j # Z, by
[14], vj (n)v+j (n) for any j # Z and n # Z
+. Hence, we have
v*jk=vjk(N)v
+
jk
(N)>1&=*2
for jk>>1, and then v*jk  a*1&=*2, which contradicts (7.29). There-
fore, lim j   v j*=1. Similarly, we can prove that limj  & vj*=0. Since
the set [r1 , r2 , ..., rJ]/Z can be arbitrarily chosen, (7.26) has then
infinitely many stable non-monotone standing wave solutions connecting
u=0 and u=1 when 0<d<<1.
Next, we show that when 0<d<<1, (7.26) has also unstable standing
wave solution connecting u=0 and u=1.
Observe that when d=0, for any given finite set [r1 , r2 , ..., rJ]/Z,
v=v0=[v0j ] is a hyperbolic stationary solution of (7.27), where
0, j # Z, j<r1
v0j ={a, j=ri , i=1, 2, ..., J1, j # Z, j>r1 , j{ri (1iJ ),
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and, moreover, *=1+ f $(a)>1 is an eigenvalue of the linearized equation
of (7.27) around v=v0 with multiplicity J. By the implicit function
theorem, when 0<d<<1, (7.27) has a hyperbolic stationary solution
v=v**=[vj**] satisfying that
#[&=*, a&], j # Z, j<r1
vj** {#[a&=*, a+=*], j=r i , i=1, 2, ..., J[a+, 1+=*], j # Z, j>r1 , j{r i (1iJ)
for some =*>0, where a\ are as in (7.28), and the linearized equation of
(7.27) around v=v** has an eigenvalue *=** with Re **>1. Let
u**(x)=vj** for x # [ j, j+1) ( j # Z). Then u=u**(x) is an unstable
stationary solution of (7.26) with x # R. Moreover, by (A3) in (2.3) and
Lemma 7.2, we have 0u**(x)1 for x # R, and then by arguments
similar to those above, one has
lim
j  &
vj**=0, lim
j  
vj**=1.
Therefore, u=u**(x) is an unstable standing wave solution of (7.26)
connecting u=0 and u=1.
8. TRAVELING WAVES TO EQUATIONS IN THE HULLS
We conclude the paper by remarking that if f in Eqs. (1.1), (1.4), and
(1.6) is replaced by a function g, g # H( f ), then all the results in above
sections still hold. More precisely, by Remark 2.3, for any g # H( f ), the
scalar equation
ut(t)= g(u(t), t) (8.1)g
has three almost periodic solutions u=u g\(t), u=u
g
0(t) satisfying (2.6)(2.8)
with f being replaced by g. Consider
ut(x, t)=Duxx(x, t)+ g(u(x, t), t), (8.2)g
ut(x, t)=Duxx(x, t)+d2_, &u(x, t)+ g(u(x, t), t), (8.3)g
and
ut(x, t)=d2_, &u(x, t)+ g(u(x, t), t), (8.4)g
where D, d>0, 2_, & is as in (1.5) (_2+&2=1), and g # H( f ). Then
u(x, t)=u g\(t) are two stable almost periodic solutions and u(x, t)=u
g
0(t)
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is an unstable almost periodic solution of (8.2)g , (8.3)g , and (8.4)g . More-
over, all the lemmas and theorems in Sections 35 with f being replaced by
g hold for (8.2)g , and all the lemmas and theorems in Sections 6 and 7 with
f being replaced by g hold for (8.3)g and (8.4)g , respectively. Therefore,
Eqs. (8.2)g and (8.3)g have at most one almost periodic traveling wave
solution connecting the two stable almost periodic solutions u=u g\(t), and
if there is one, it is monotone, and is both uniformly and asymptotically
stable. For Eq. (8.4)g , when (_, &) is rational, it has at most one smooth
and strictly monotone almost periodic traveling wave solution connecting
u=u g\(t), and if there is one, it is uniformly and asymptotically stable. But
when (_, &) is irrational, it remains open whether similar results still hold.
We will study the existence of almost periodic traveling wave solutions
of (8.2)g(8.4)g (g # H( f )) connecting u=u g\(t) in the second part of the
series [44], and will see that when applying to the special cases that f is
time independent or periodic, the results in the series recover most of those
in [2, 12, 19, 20] about the existence, uniqueness, and stability of traveling
wave solutions.
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